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Affichage concernant l’interdiction de la vente de tabac aux mineurs :
Nécessité d’un message cohérent qui contribue à un programme intégral de lutte
contre le tabagisme.
Le projet de réglementation1 annoncé dans la Gazette officielle du 19 mai dernier, qui
vient modifier les normes d’affichage pour la vente aux mineurs des produits de tabac,
apporte des correctifs essentiels aux normes d’affichage actuelles. Bien que les
règlements qui restreignent l’usage du tabac dans certains lieux, les campagnes de
sensibilisation et les programmes d’arrêt tabagique du gouvernement identifient la santé
comme principale raison pour déconseiller le tabagisme, les affiches actuellement
présentes aux divers points de vente laissent croire que l’âge en soi constitue l’unique
raison pour laquelle le tabagisme chez les jeunes est à limiter.
Approche multi-factorielle pour réduire le tabagisme
Pour l’État, interdire la vente de produits du tabac représente une intervention qui
complète son plan de lutte contre le tabagisme. En effet, au cours de la dernière décennie
la santé publique québécoise a bénéficié de mesures fiscales et législatives qui
découragent l’usage des produits du tabac par toute la population. Une revue de littérature
couvrant 142 études a conclu qu’appliquée individuellement, l’efficacité de chacune des
mesures de contrôle du tabac est variable, alors que l’application simultanée de
l’ensemble des mesures produit un effet synergique – et résulte plus certainement en une
baisse significative du tabagisme au sein de la population, touchant notamment les
jeunes.2
Afin de réduire le tabagisme au Québec :








Le gouvernement a progressivement limité la promotion des produits du tabac (la
publicité contredit directement toute information sur les effets du tabac sur la
santé) ;
Le gouvernement lance des campagnes pour sensibiliser la population aux risques
inhérents au tabagisme pour la santé;
Le gouvernement élabore et subventionne des programmes d’aide à l’arrêt, dont
un plus récemment motivant l’abstinence tabagique auprès de jeunes fumeurs3;
Le gouvernement augmente progressivement depuis 10 ans le prix des cigarettes;
Le gouvernement interdit l’usage du tabac dans la plupart des milieux de travail et
certains lieux publics ;
De plus, les mesures du gouvernement fédéral, comme l’apposition
d’avertissements sur les paquets de cigarettes, expliquant les méfaits du tabagisme
pour la santé, contribuent au renforcement des mesures québécoises.

1 Gazette officielle du Québec. Projet de règlement : Normes d’affichage en application de la loi (Loi sur le Tabac, L.R.Q., c. T0.01), 19 mai 2004, 136e année, no 20.
2 Lantz P et al. Investigating in Youth Tobacco Control: A Review of Smoking Prevention and Control Strategies. Tobacco Control
2000;9:47-63
3 Defi j’arrête j’y gagne : le seuvrage show! (www.j’arrete.qc.ca).
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Message cohérent et unique du gouvernement concernant le tabagisme
Tout en compatissant avec les individus ayant développé la dépendance aiguë qu’entraîne
la consommation de nicotine par les produits du tabac, le gouvernement lance un message
unique et cohérent quant au tabagisme dans la société : le tabagisme est déconseillé pour
tous, peu importe l’âge des individus. En effet, l’interdiction de plus en plus complète de
toute forme de promotion des produits de tabac fait contrepoids aux pratiques de
marketing des compagnies canadiennes de tabac qui, pendant longtemps, ont présenté une
image très attrayante, saine et positive des marques de cigarettes – et donc du tabagisme.
À la lumière des enjeux, plusieurs instances indépendantes expertes en matière de lutte
contre le tabagisme conseillent l’interdiction de la vente des produits du tabac aux
mineurs pour ainsi en réduire la facilité d’accès aux jeunes.4,5 La Coalition appuie
l’interdiction de la vente aux mineurs d’un point de vue sociétal : cette mesure renforce la
norme sociale à l’effet qu’il s’agit d’un produit extrêmement dangereux qui à cause de
plusieurs circonstances historiques et pharmacologiques, est toujours légal mais qu’il faut
tout de même garder hors de la porté des jeunes, comme la plupart des autres produits
dangereux.
Le danger repose dans le renforcement de la perception, soigneusement introduite et
maintenue par l’industrie du tabac, que le tabac est un privilège réservé pour les adultes :
c’est-à-dire interdit aux jeunes mais acceptable et même envié pour les plus de 18 ans.
Cependant, dans le cadre d’une approche multi-factorielle, qui met en place un
assortiment d’instruments et de mesures visant la réduction de l’attrait du tabac,
l’interdiction de la vente aux mineurs est moins apte à être perçue comme un privilège
réservé aux adultes ou une simple mesure pour retarder l’initiation au tabagisme, surtout
lorsqu’elle est associée à des messages sur la santé.

Nouvelles mises en garde qui responsabilisent l’ensemble de la société
La plus grande amélioration apportée par les normes annoncées repose sur l’inclusion
concomitante de mises en garde en plus de l’interdiction de la vente en fonction de l’âge
de l’acheteur. Parmi les mises en garde proposées et récemment rendues publiques, on
peut lire le message « fournir du tabac aux jeunes c’est flamber leur avenir » : il s’agit là
d’une référence plutôt directe à la mort prématurée résultant des effets néfastes à court
comme à plus long terme du tabagisme.

4 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), « Best Practices for Comprehensive Tobacco Control Programs », août
1999.
5 Organisation mondiale de la santé. Final Conference Report : International Consultation on Tobacco and Youth : What in the
world Works?, UNICEF, Singapore Ministry of Health, Singapore Cancer Society. Singapour, septembre 1999.
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Selon les plus récents chiffres, près de 60 % des jeunes Canadiens qui fument déclarent
obtenir leurs cigarettes de leur réseau social, c'est-à-dire parents et membres de la famille
ou en les achetant d'un ami.6 C’est pourquoi nous croyons qu’un point fort de la stratégie
derrière les nouvelles mises en garde réside dans le fait que le message interpelle la
responsabilisation des adultes peu importe leur affiliation avec les jeunes. La mise en
garde touche tout individu qui alimente en tabac des mineurs, qu’il soit un étranger, le
détaillant, le commis ou un membre de la famille. Les normes proposées identifient le
rôle central du contrevenant à la loi comme promoteur du tabagisme et des atteintes à la
santé encourues par le jeune. Tout porte à croire que ce genre de message puisse
potentiellement entraîner la conscientisation de l’ensemble de la population – les jeunes
adultes comme les plus vieux et non seulement l’employé d’un commerce.
On ne sait toutefois pas si la conscientisation des adultes réduira effectivement l’accès au
tabac par les mineurs. Certains disent que les jeunes qui désirent fumer se procureront des
cigarettes d’une manière ou d’une autre. Notons toutefois que la conscientisation des
adultes influencera les normes sociales et ce phénomène aura certainement un effet
positif sur la réduction du désir des jeunes de fumer—ce qui constitue le principal but de
la prévention du tabagisme.

Le message contradictoire de l’industrie du tabac
En 1994, suite à une large étude pan-américaine, le Surgeon General des États-Unis
dénonçait le comportement opportuniste de l’industrie du tabac face aux jeunes en
affirmant : « Les jeunes représentent un atout stratégique dans le marché de l’industrie du
tabac. Sachant que la plupart des fumeurs fument leur première cigarette avant l’âge de
18 ans, les jeunes constituent le bassin principal de nouveaux consommateurs pour
l’industrie du tabac, qui doit remplacer les nombreux consommateurs qui cessent de
fumer ainsi que les nombreux autres qui meurent suite au tabagisme ».7
Dans le procès entendu à la Cour Supérieure du Québec opposant le gouvernement
fédéral à Imperial Tobacco, JTI-Macdonal et Rothmans, Benson &Hedges, le juge Denis
allait dans cette direction quant il conclut : «[121] Contrairement à ce qu'affirme M.
Ricard [un témoin d'Imperial Tobacco], la Cour ne croit pas que la publicité des
cigarettiers s'adresse d'abord et avant tout aux consommateurs volages (switchers). Elle
s'adresse tout autant et sans doute plus aux nouveaux fumeurs. »7
« [122] De plus, la Cour ne croit pas que la publicité des cigarettiers ne s'adresse qu'aux
fumeurs de plus de 19 ans. Toutes les campagnes de publicité contiennent des éléments

6 Statistique Canada. Enquête sur le tabagisme chez les jeunes, 1994 à 2002, le Quotidien de Statistique Canada du 14 juin,
2004. www.statcan.ca/Daily/Francais/040614/q040614b.htm
7 US Department of Health and Human Services. Preventing tobacco use among young people: a report of the Surgeon
General. Atlanta: US Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, CDC, National Center for Chronic
Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Office on Smoking and Health, 1994
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séduisants pour les adolescents qui sont l'avenir de l'industrie. L'industrie sait que l'on
commence à fumer entre 12 et 18 ans et vise systématiquement ce public vulnérable dans
sa publicité et sa mise en marché ».8
Compte tenu des efforts importants investis par les cigarettiers pour assurer le tabagisme
chez les jeunes, il n’est pas surprenant que près de 80% des fumeurs adultes développent
une dépendance tabagique avant d’atteindre 20 ans.3 Depuis, diverses études ont
corroboré ces résultats mais ironiquement, 13 ans plus tôt, l’industrie du tabac en était
venue essentiellement aux même conclusions.
« L’adolescent d’aujourd’hui est potentiellement le client régulier de demain, et comme
la grande majorité des fumeurs commencent à l’adolescence…c’est à l’adolescence
que le choix initial de marque se décide…le plus grand succès du Rouge Marlboro
s’explique par le fait que la marque est devenue populaire auprès des adolescents qui
lui sont restés fidèles même en vieillissant ».9

L’industrie du tabac tient à cultiver la notion que le tabagisme correspond à un privilège
exclusivement adulte. En privé, Imperial Tobacco a reconnu la valeur qu’apportait la
stratégie de clamer à grand renfort de visibilité que l’achat des cigarettes est réservé aux
adultes. Et ainsi marier les produits du tabac à l’image du fruit défendu.
« Bien sûr, le seul fait que les cigarettes sont un fruit défendu compte parmi les
raisons pour lesquelles le tabac est si attirant… » 10

Publiquement, dans le cadre de la consultation législative devant le Sénat canadien en
juin 2000, monsieur Bob Bexon alors président d’Imperial Tobacco Canada déclarait
l’importance de poursuivre vigoureusement et d’appliquer sans répit des pénalités aux
mineurs qui s’initient au tabagisme sans pourtant avoir atteint l’âge de prendre une
décision éclairée quant aux risques encourus par le tabagisme. Selon monsieur Bexon,
des pénalités pour la possession de tabac par des mineurs décourageraient le tabagisme
chez les jeunes en signifiant le retrait d’un privilège chéri et désirable.
«…this addition would mitigate the effects of peer pressure, the most widely accepted
cause of underage smoking, by balancing it against the loss of a cherished and
desirable privilege » 11

Or, l’affichage interdisant la vente aux mineurs ainsi que les mises en garde proposées
par le ministre de la Santé responsabilisent clairement l’adulte et font en sorte que le
tabagisme ne soit plus perçu comme un privilège chéri.
8 J.T.I. Macdonald Corporation, Rothmans, Benson & Hedges Canada Inc. et Imperial Tobacco Canada Limited c.
Procureure générale du Canada, Cour Supérieure du Québec, déc. 2002 « jugement Denis ».
www.cqct.qc.ca/Documents_docs/DOCU_2003/2002-jugementDenis-fr.doc
9 Philip Morris. “Special Report,” March 31, 1981, Philip Morris Document. www.pmdocs.com (Bates number 1000390803/55)
10 Imperial Tobacco, « Subject: Project 16 English Youth », Rapport de marketing, 1977
11 Bexon, B. au nom d’Imperial Tobacco Canada. Procès verbaux dans le cadre des consultation sur le projet de Loi S-20 : la
création d’un fonds concernant le tabagisme chez les jeunes, n, e la s consultation 36ième session parlementaire du sénat, 8
juin, 2000.
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Lors de ces mêmes consultations, John Barnett, le président de Rothmans, Benson et
Hedges Canada, quant à lui, rapportait que le tabagisme chez les mineurs était un
problème important pour l’industrie du tabac qui nécessitait une intervention intégrale,
coordonnée et soutenue par divers partenaires.
« Nous [l’industrie du tabac] pensons que la question du tabagisme chez les mineurs
nécessite une intervention intégrale, coordonnée et de collaboration de nous tous ».12

Malgré cette déclaration, l’industrie canadienne du tabac n’a jamais appuyé une mesure
efficace de prévention du tabagisme telles que l’augmentation des taxes, les
avertissements sur les paquets de cigarettes, l’interdiction de la publicité et l’interdiction
de l’usage du tabac dans certains lieux publics. Jusqu’à maintenant, l’industrie du tabac
limite encore ses interventions, pour réduire le tabagisme chez les jeunes, aux
programmes scolaires, soit disant « de prévention », dénoncés par les spécialistes comme
étant inefficaces13 et aux programmes qui ont la prétention de réduire l’accès comme
l’Opération Carte d’Identité.

Opération Carte d’Identité
Certains groupes ayant un intérêt financier dans la vente de cigarettes affirment que le
projet de réglementation modifiant les normes d’affichage nuira aux initiatives nongouvernementales qui se font déjà.14 Ils réfèrent bien sûr au cas de l’industrie canadienne
du tabac qui utilise des panneaux et d’autres matériaux publicitaires pour faire la
promotion de son programme « Opération Carte d’Identité ».
Selon la nouvelle réglementation, les deux paliers de gouvernement seraient
effectivement les seuls à pouvoir décider du contenu, du format et du graphisme des
affiches faisant état de l’interdiction de vendre des produits du tabac au moins de 18 ans.
Le message des affiches du programme « Opération Carte d’Identité » reproche la vente
aux mineurs sans jamais évoquer les méfaits du tabagisme pour la santé. La majorité des
affiches portent plutôt sur l’importance de respecter la loi (« Parce que c’est la loi », sans
autre motivation) et sur le fait de ne pas chercher à défier la décision du commerçant.
Qui peut croire sérieusement que ces consignes et avis peuvent constituer les fondements
crédibles d’une véritable action à l’encontre de l’accès au tabac par les jeunes !

12 Barnett, J. au nom de Rothmans, Benson & Hedges Canada. Procès verbaux dans le cadre des consultation sur le projet de
Loi S-20 : la création d’un fonds concernant le tabagisme chez les jeunes, n, e la s consultation 36ième session parlementaire
du sénat, 8 juin, 2000.
13 Coalition québécoise pour le contrôle du tabac (CQCT). Programme de prévention de l’industrie du tabac : « Sages
décisions » / « Wise Decisions », août 2001. www.cqct.qc.ca/Documents_docs/DOCU_2001/DOCU_01_07_00_SagesDecisionsFRA.pdf
14 Kelly-Gagnon, M. pour l’Institue économique de Montréal. Point de vue : ‘Contrainte aux commerçants’, le journal Les
Affaires, Actualité et analyse, samedi 19 juin 2004, p. 14.
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« Je respecte la décision du caissier »
« Ici aussi, je suis carté » 14

15

Programmes d’accès de l’industrie
Bien que le règlement annoncé interdit la visibilité du matériel « Opération Carte
d’Identité » chez les détaillants, l’industrie pourrait toutefois continuer d’offrir le
programme de sensibilisation et d’aide aux détaillants pour empêcher la vente de ses
produits aux mineurs. L’Opération Carte d’Identité encourage les détaillants à ne pas
vendre de produits du tabac aux jeunes et invite le public à appuyer ce comportement,
pour la simple et unique raison que c’est interdit par la Loi, sans jamais évoquer les
séquelles du tabagisme qui sont à l’origine de l’interdiction de vente aux mineurs. De
plus, l’adhésion au programme se fait sur une base volontaire, sans pénalités ni sanctions
pour les détaillants délinquants : si l’industrie était vraiment sérieuse, elle pourrait
facilement sévir en refusant de leur laisser vendre ses produits.

15 Conseil canadien des fabricants de produits du tabac et la Coalition canadienne pour une pratique responsable du
commerce du tabac. Opération Carte Identité – pour une pratique responsable du commerce du tabac. 2000.
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Le message qu’envoient les cigarettiers canadiens est tout à fait contradictoire. D’une
main l’industrie du tabac finance un programme qui prétend lutter contre le tabagisme
chez les jeunes, en réduisant la vente aux mineurs, alors que de l’autre main elle fait la
promotion du tabac en payant les détaillants pour que soit visiblement placés des étalages
attrayants de cigarettes sur les comptoirs, à portée de main, à proximité des confiseries.

De plus, de nombreux groupes de santé québécois, des organisations médicales
canadiennes, comme l’Association médicale canadienne, ainsi que des organismes
internationaux comme la Banque mondiale et l’Organisation mondiale de la santé,
dénoncent depuis des années les programmes d’accès des compagnies de tabac. Par
ailleurs, les études scientifiques ont déjà démontré que ce type de programme n’a pas
d’impact réel sur le respect de la loi.16 Au mieux, les effets sont temporaires. L'analyse de
Santé Canada concernant la plus récente enquête sur la vente aux mineurs (Nielsen 2003)
rapporte qu’il n’y a aucune corrélation permanente et nécessairement concluante, surtout
au niveau régional, entre l'adhésion au programme et le taux de conformité des détaillants
à la loi sur la vente.17
Selon Santé Canada, « Le programme n'est pas également efficace dans tous les marchés.
En fait, dans la plupart des villes, le programme semble n'avoir aucune influence
additionnelle sur la conformité des détaillants ou ne crée aucune tendance vers un taux
de conformité plus faible contre-intuitif à l'objectif énoncé du programme ».

16 Association médicale de l'Ontario, "Encore de la poudre aux yeux: Les programmes de prévention du tabagisme chez les
jeunes commandités par l'industrie du tabacdans le contexte des programmes intégrés de lutte contre le tabac au Canada, février
2002
17 Santé Canada. Évaluation du comportement des détaillants face à certaines restrictions de l'accès au tabac chez les jeunes
(Nielsen 2003), mars 2004. www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hecs-sesc/tabac/recherches/access03/04f.html#13
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En effet, même dans les villes où le programme de l’industrie du tabac « Opération Carte
d’Identité » est bien installé, les taux de conformité fluctuent de façon importante d’une
année à l’autre. Dans la région de Chicoutimi/Jonquière le programme débuta à
l’automne 2000. Le taux de conformité a varié de 64.5% en 2000, 80.4% en 2002 et
67.8% en 2003.18

Seuil théorique de conformité
Même si le taux de respect de la loi a été plus important dans Chicoutimi/Jonquière que
pour l’ensemble des autres régions du Québec en 2003, il est important de souligner
qu’un taux de conformité de 67.8% est bien en dessous du 80%, soit la valeur
hypothétique à laquelle les restrictions sur l’accès pourraient commencer à avoir un effet
sur le tabagisme chez les jeunes. Santé Canada cible un taux de conformité atteignant au
moins 80%. Toutefois, plusieurs études rapportent qu’un taux de 80% est insuffisant pour
produire un déclin dans l’incidence du tabagisme des jeunes19,20 surtout à l’échelle de
grandes villes comportant plusieurs détaillants21. Les mineurs désirant s’alimenter en
tabac peuvent avec le temps dénicher le détaillant, si rare soit-il, qui contrevient à la loi.
Enfin, selon Santé Canada « la participation au programme n'a pas contribué à des
résultats de demande uniforme de pièces d'identité pour tous les groupes d'âge, et n'a pas
entraîné non plus des taux de conformité plus uniformes entre les groupes. Que le
détaillant endosse ou non l'Opération carte d'identité, les adolescents plus âgés avaient
plus de facilité à acheter des cigarettes que les plus jeunes. Ces résultats sont conformes
à ceux de 2002 ». Au plan national, les détaillants participant au programme « Ccarte
d’Identité » ne s’étaient conformés à la loi qu’à 71%, soit sensiblement au même taux que
ceux n’y participant pas, soit 65%. Ces derniers n’ont donc pas les affiches et la
documentation fournies par le Conseil canadien des fabricants de tabac.

18 Santé Canada. Évaluation du comportement des détaillants face à certaines restrictions de l'accès au tabac chez les jeunes
(Nielsen 2003), mars 2004. www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hecs-sesc/tabac/recherches/access03/tables/06.html
19 Rigotti N, DiFranza J, Chang Y, et al. The effect of enforcing tobacco-sales laws on adolescents’ access to tobacco and
smoking behavior. N Engl J Med 1997;337:1044–1051.
20 Fichtenberg C, Glantz S. Author’s replies. It’s time to abandon youth access programmes ? Tobacco Control 2002;11(3): 282284 dans Comité consultatif ministériel sur la lutte contre le tabagisme dans Une analyse critique des lois sur l’accès des jeunes
au tabac, Société canadienne du cancer, septembre, 2002.
21 Cummings K, Hyland A Saunders M. Evaluation of an enforcement program to reduce tobacco sales to minors. American
Journal of Public Health 1998; 88(6): 932-936.
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Stratégie de relations publiques
Si l’industrie tient autant à ce programme et aux affiches qui en font la promotion, c’est
parce que l’Opération Carte d’Identité constitue pour les fabricants de tabac, au Canada
comme ailleurs, une campagne de relations publiques des plus efficaces pour redorer son
image. Les compagnies de tabac utilisent les programmes d’interdiction de la vente aux
mineurs pour démontrer qu’ils sont « contre » le tabagisme chez les jeunes, qu’ils sont
des citoyens corporatifs « responsables » et qu’un contrôle supplémentaire par les
gouvernements n’est pas nécessaire.
Les documents internes de l’industrie énoncent clairement les vrais objectifs des
programmes d’accès visant les jeunes. Un mémo de Philip Morris explique :
« …les facteurs qui permettront de vraiment évaluer le succès de ce programme sont les suivants:
 Réduction des lois proposées et adoptées pour restreindre ou interdire nos activités de
vente et de marketing ;
 Adoption de lois favorables à l'industrie ;
 Meilleur appui de la part des entreprises, des parents et des groupes d'enseignants. »22

Il n’est donc pas surprenant de voir les cigarettiers miser gros sur des programmes qui
leurs procurent « un meilleur appui des entreprises, des parents et des groupes
d’enseignants» dans la communauté, comme le soulignait le mémo interne de Philip
Morris.
Un document interne, daté de 1995, du président du Conseil des fabricants de tabac du
Canada, monsieur Rob Parker, mentionne que les campagnes de sensibilisation effectuées
par les gouvernements et l’étendue de plus en plus vaste d’environnement sans fumée
signalent l’érosion de l’appui populaire à l’égard de l’industrie du tabac. Pour remédier à
la situation, monsieur Parker propose diverses interventions pouvant rehausser la
réputation de l’industrie aux yeux de la population, dont une campagne sur l’interdiction
de la vente aux mineurs. En annexe à son mémo on pouvait lire :
« Intensification de la campagne ‘pas de vente aux mineurs’
La campagne planifiée sera lancée au courant du mois. Elle pourrait s’étendre à l’été et
l’automne avec des suivis par postes et des sondages etc. Nous avons déjà fait un peu de
publicité dans les journaux spécialisés de commerce au détail, nous accorderons une
importance à la médiatisation de ce que l’on fait et du pourquoi. »

22 Slavitt, J. pour Philip Morris « TI Youth Initiative » , 12 février 1991. Philip Morris, Bates no. 2500082629. www.pmdocs.com
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Grâce à la visibilité du programme, l’industrie redore sa mauvaise réputation en créant
l’illusion qu’elle se soucie de la santé des jeunes et en s’associant à des organisations
communautaires respectables.

La multitude d’activités de relations publiques de l’Opération Carte d’Identité détourne
l’attention du fait que l’industrie poursuit toujours ses efforts de marketing auprès des
jeunes, qu’elle a fait face à des poursuites pour la contrebande de cigarettes et qu’elle
s’est opposée et continue de s’opposer aux mesures qui réduisent le tabagisme dans la
population, incluant chez les jeunes. L’objectif n’est donc pas de réduire le tabagisme
chez les jeunes, mais d’empêcher les mesures législatives qui pourraient restreindre les
activités de marketing qui facilitent le recrutement de nouveaux et d’anciens fumeurs.
Conclusion
La Coalition appuie l’interdiction des affiches sur la vente aux mineurs qui ne sont pas
conformes à la réglementation provinciale (ou fédérale). Nous nous objectons fermement
à l’implication de l’industrie du tabac dans le domaine de la santé publique : on ne laisse
pas la garde du poulailler au renard.23 Si l’industrie était réellement contre le tabagisme
chez les jeunes, elle cesserait de faire la promotion des cigarettes à l’aide de ‘cigarettes
girls’ et de murs promotionnels dans les dépanneurs, et elle cesserait de contester les
mesures efficaces comme les hausses de taxes, les restrictions sur l’usage et l’interdiction
de la commandite de tabac, et principalement elle cesserait de nier les effets sur la santé
de la fumée secondaire.
23 ASH & Cancer Research Campaign. Danger ! PR in the Playground: Tobacco industry youth anti-smoking programmes.
Royaume Uni, 2000. ANNEXE III (version française à l’ANNEXE II) www.ash.org.uk/html/advspo/html/prmenu.html
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ANNEXE I

RÈGLEMENT SUR LES NORMES D’AFFICHAGE
EN APPLICATION DE LA LOI SUR LE TABAC
Loi sur le tabac
(L.R.Q., c. T-0.01, a. 15, 3e al. et a. 41)

1.

L’exploitant d’un commerce visé à l’article 15 de la Loi sur le tabac (L.R.Q., c. T0.01) doit installer une affiche qui comporte l’interdiction de vendre du tabac à
des mineurs sur ou à proximité de chaque caisse servant à déposer les sommes
d’argent encaissées lors de la vente de produits du tabac.

2.

L’affiche installée conformément à l’article 1 doit avoir une superficie totale de
300 centimètres carrés, une hauteur de 15 centimètres et une largeur de 20
centimètres.
La partie supérieure de cette affiche doit être blanche, avoir une superficie totale
de 200 centimètres carrés, une hauteur de 10 centimètres et une largeur de 20
centimètres. Elle doit contenir les inscriptions suivantes qui doivent y apparaître
dans cet ordre :
« INTERDICTION DE VENDRE
DU TABAC À DES MINEURS
LOI SUR LE TABAC
1 877 416-8222 »
Ces inscriptions doivent être centrées sur la partie supérieure et être en
caractères majuscules ARIAL GRAS noirs de 30 points.
La partie inférieure de cette affiche doit avoir une superficie totale de 100
centimètres carrés, une hauteur de 5 centimètres et une largeur de 20 centimètres. Cette
partie doit être utilisée pour y apposer la mise en garde prévue par le paragraphe 3° du
deuxième alinéa de l’article 4.

3.
Sauf s’il s’agit d’une affiche placée en vertu de l’article 9 de la Loi sur le tabac
(L.C., 1997, c. 13), toute autre affiche comportant un message sur l’interdiction de vendre
du tabac à des mineurs installée dans un commerce doit respecter les normes prévues
par l’article 2.

4.
L’exploitant d’un commerce visé à l’article 15 de la Loi sur le tabac doit aussi,
chaque fois que le ministre de la Santé et des Services sociaux la lui fournit, apposer la
mise en garde portant sur les effets nocifs du tabac sur la santé sur tout étalage ou
présentoir à l’aide duquel des produits du tabac ou leur emballage sont exposés à la vue
du public ainsi que sur l’affiche comportant un message sur l’interdiction de vendre du
tabac à des mineurs visée aux articles 1 et 3.

Cette mise en garde est fournie en trois formats et elle doit être installée de la
façon suivante:
1° celle du premier format doit être apposée au centre de la partie supérieure de
chacune des faces de l’étalage ou du présentoir qui ont une superficie totale
supérieure à 7 500 centimètres carrés et sur lesquelles des produits du tabac ou leur
emballage sont exposés; elle a une hauteur de 30 centimètres et une largeur de 25
centimètres;
2° celle du second format doit être apposée au centre de la partie supérieure de
chacune des faces de l’étalage ou du présentoir qui ont une superficie totale égale
ou inférieure à 7 500 centimètres carrés et sur lesquelles des produits du tabac ou
leur emballage sont exposés; elle a une hauteur de 12,5 centimètres et une largeur
de 10,5 centimètres;
3° celle du troisième format doit être apposée sur la partie inférieure de l’affiche
comportant un message sur l’interdiction de vendre du tabac à des mineurs visée
aux articles 1 et 3; elle a une superficie totale de 100 centimètres carrés, une hauteur
de 5 centimètres et une largeur de 20 centimètres.
Pour l’application des paragraphes 1° et 2° du deuxième alinéa, sont considérés
former une seule et même face, l’ensemble des éléments composant l’étalage ou le
présentoir qui sont situés sur un même plan et sur lesquels ou à l’intérieur desquels des
produits du tabac ou leur emballage sont exposés, telles la vitrine, les bordures, les
tablettes et les autres formes de supports utilisés.

5. Sauf s’il s’agit d’une affiche placée en vertu de l’article 9 de la Loi sur le tabac, nulle
autre mise en garde portant sur les effets nocifs du tabac sur la santé que celle fournie
par le ministre ne peut être affichée dans un commerce.

6. La violation des dispositions de l’un des articles 1 à 5 constitue une infraction.

7. Le présent règlement entre en vigueur le quinzième jour qui suit la date de sa
publication à la Gazette officielle du Québec.

ANNEXE II

Le rapport original en anglais est présenté à l’annexe III
Voici la traduction faite pour le compte de la Coalition :

DANGER !
Les relations publiques entrent dans la cour de
l'école
«Nous estimons avoir le droit d'offrir aux fumeurs adultes de l'information et
un choix de marques, tout en veillant à ce que notre stratégie marketing ne
nuise pas aux efforts déployés pour empêcher les jeunes de fumer.»
[Martin Broughton, Président de la BAT, 2000][1]
«Pendant ma longue carrière chez Philip Morris, je n'ai jamais entendu qui que
ce soit parler de marketing ciblant la jeunesse.»
[Geoffrey Bible, PDG de Philip Morris, 1998][2]
«Si les jeunes adultes ne fument pas, l'industrie périclitera, tout comme la
faible natalité d'une population finit par en causer le déclin.»
[Diane Burrows, RJ Reynolds, 1984][3]
«… nous avons peaufiné un programme de démarches s'adressant à la
jeunesse pour qu'il vise l'objectif suivant : maintenir et protéger de manière
proactive notre aptitude à faire connaître, à promouvoir et à commercialiser
nos produits par le biais d'une démarche s'adressant à la jeunesse*.
* Démarche s'adressant à la jeunesse =
une série de programmes et de manifestations visant à dissuader les jeunes
de fumer parce que fumer est une décision d'adulte.»
[Cathy Leiber, Philip Morris International, 1995][4]
«Comme nous l'avons déjà déclaré, les facteurs qui permettront de vraiment
évaluer le succès de ce programme sont les suivants : 1) Réduction des lois
proposées et adoptées pour restreindre ou interdire nos activités de vente et
de marketing; 2) Vote de lois en faveur de l'industrie; 3) Meilleur appui de la
part des entreprises, des parents et des groupes d'enseignants.»
[Joshua Slavitt, Philip Morris, «Tobacco Industry Youth Initiative», 1991] [5]
«Au début, allumer une cigarette est un acte symbolique. Je ne suis plus un
enfant, je suis un dur, un aventurier, bref, je suis branché… À mesure que les
effets du symbolisme psychologique s'estompent, l'effet pharmacologique
prend la relève pour entretenir l'habitude.»
[Philip Morris, 1969][6]

Collaborateurs et remerciements
Les recherches associées à ce rapport de même que sa rédaction ont été réalisées par Clive
Bates, Persephone Watkins et Ann McNeill, avec la collaboration de Ross Hammond qui a
apporté des compléments d'information. La campagne de recherche contre le cancer, qui assure
le financement des activités de base de l'organisme ASH (Action on Smoking and Health,
Royaume-Uni) dans le cadre de ses efforts pour réduire le tabagisme et neutraliser le cancer, a
appuyé ce projet.
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Résumé :
les relations publiques versus la santé publique
1.1 Introduction : à l'assaut des barons du tabac
Depuis les années 60, les fabricants de produits du tabac essuient des critiques
de plus en plus acerbes en raison de leur prise de position relativement au
tabagisme et à la santé, et de leurs tactiques de marketing. Depuis le milieu à la
fin des années 90, la critique s'est intensifiée, exacerbée par une série de
révélations choquantes découlant de procès et de la publication subséquente de
35 millions de pages de documents internes confirmant ce que beaucoup
soupçonnaient depuis des années. Ces documents confidentiels, qui n'auraient
jamais dû être rendus publics, révèlent la vérité crue sur les barons du tabac,[7]
notamment :
•

Le refus d'admettre et de divulguer les effets négatifs du tabac sur la santé et
la dépendance résultant de la consommation des produits du tabac.

•

La justification commerciale et les tactiques sans scrupules utilisées pour
commercialiser les cigarettes auprès des enfants.

•

Les campagnes de relations publiques déguisées visant à discréditer les
études sur le tabagisme passif.

•

Le lancement des cigarettes à faible teneur en goudron pour leurrer les
consommateurs.

•

Le ciblage agressif des pays en voie de développement.

•

Le rôle auxiliaire des fabricants de produits du tabac dans la contrebande de
cigarettes de grande envergure.

La pression pour obtenir des mesures législatives, des poursuites et des
réglementations s'intensifiait à mesure que la réputation de l'industrie s'entachait,
à tel point que les gouvernements ont entrepris de négocier une convention
cadre pour maîtriser le tabagisme (Framework Convention on Tobacco Control),
sous les auspices de l'Organisation mondiale de la santé. De toute évidence, les
entreprises concernées doivent se défendre et prendre les mesures appropriées
pour recouvrer leur réputation.

1.2 Contre-attaque des barons du tabac : protéger la jeunesse
Tous les plus grands fabricants de produits du tabac à l'échelle internationale
sont désormais engagés dans une course contre la montre pour projeter une
image qui les dépeint comme étant responsables et réformés. Comme l'exprime
Brown and Williamson, filiale américaine de la BAT, il s'agit de se présenter

comme «une société responsable» dans une industrie controversée’[8]. Les
efforts de reconstruction passent notamment par l'acceptation partielle des
risques associés au tabagisme, une volonté de dialoguer et une certaine
ouverture d'esprit face à des réglementations «raisonnables».
Mais surtout, l'apparence de s'opposer au tabagisme chez les jeunes et la
promotion de mesures visant ostensiblement à empêcher le tabagisme chez les
mineurs, jouent un rôle prépondérant dans ces efforts. Cette approche se
manifeste sous forme d'une stratégie qui vise les trois buts suivants :
1. préconiser un «marketing responsable» dans le cadre duquel les
entreprises appliquent des principes d'autodiscipline visant à restreindre
le marketing ciblant les adolescents;
2. appuyer les campagnes «antitabac» qui affirment que fumer est une
affaire d'adulte;
3. appuyer et entreprendre des programmes «d'accès aux jeunes», sous
forme de campagnes à l'intention des détaillants, de cartes d'identité et
de hausse de l'âge limite.

1.3 En quoi la défense des barons du tabac est-elle
particulièrement intelligente ?
La stratégie visant à cibler les enfants et les adolescents donne d'excellents
résultats pour l'industrie du tabac – mais pas parce qu'elle permet de réduire le
tabagisme chez les adolescents ou de changer l'attitude des consommateurs visà-vis du produit. L'industrie du tabac tire des avantages totalement différents de
sa stratégie :
•

Elle renforce la prise de position adoptée globalement par les sociétés en
vertu de laquelle fumer est un choix d'adulte réfléchi, qui reconnaît que fumer
comporte certains risques, et qui les accepte.

•

Elle aide les sociétés à atteindre leur but primaire qui consiste à contrecarrer
d'importantes restrictions fondées sur des bases juridiques sur le plan du
marketing.

•

Elle aligne les sociétés sur l'opinion publique et politique, dont la tendance
vise à exprimer simultanément sa volonté de protéger les enfants, sans
empiéter sur la «liberté» des adultes.

•

Elle permet à l'industrie de financer des projets et de collaborer avec les
gouvernements dans le cadre d'un ordre du jour soi-disant commun, une
approche qui a une plus grande valeur en terme de relations publiques.

•

Elle désoriente certains des détracteurs des sociétés, qui se sentent mal à
l'aise de dénigrer une campagne prônant la protection des enfants ou croient
à l'avènement d'une nouvelle ère fondée sur la collaboration et un
comportement responsable.

•

Elle crée un terrain de prédilection pour les faux-fuyants, échappatoires, et
ambiguïtés lorsqu'il s'agit de préciser des lois ou des politiques, notamment
pour interdire la publicité destinée aux enfants.

•

Et surtout, elle risque de n'avoir aucun effet réel sur le tabagisme des
mineurs et même de l'augmenter.

1.4 Contre-attaque de la santé
Trois principaux types de preuves ont été évalués dans le cadre de ce rapport,
afin de réagir à l'attitude adoptée par les fabricants de produits du tabac
relativement au tabagisme chez les jeunes :
1. La documentation publiée pour évaluer les preuves concrètes associées aux
mesures proposées par les fabricants de produits du tabac.
2. Les études de groupe de recherche visant à tester la réaction des
adolescents face à ces mesures[9]
3. La documentation interne de l'industrie du tabac, pour déterminer l'existence
éventuelle de buts non publiés différents de la rhétorique officielle.
En agissant ainsi, nous croyons faire ce que toute personne préoccupée par le
tabagisme de la jeunesse devrait faire, c'est-à-dire étudier les recherches
reconnues afin de soumettre des propositions fondées sur des faits.

1.5 Pourquoi le ciblage des jeunes par les barons du tabac
équivaut à un exercice de relations publiques intéressé
Nous résumons notre réaction au ciblage de la jeunesse par l'industrie du tabac
comme suit :
•

Les faits extraits des documents internes produits par l'industrie du tabac
suggèrent que les entreprises de ce secteur ont conçu et publié des
programmes de prévention du tabagisme chez les jeunes pour devancer une
réglementation sévère et redorer leurs relations publiques et non pas dans le
but de réduire leurs ventes ou le nombre de consommateurs potentiels.

•

Les programmes de «prévention du tabagisme chez les jeunes» de
l'industrie renforcent invariablement la définition de la consommation du
tabac comme étant une activité d'adulte.

•

Les mesures prohibitives soutenues par l'industrie du tabac et ciblant la
jeunesse amplifient l'image du «fruit défendu» associée à la cigarette et font
du tabagisme une activité rebelle.

•

L'un des principaux facteurs qui poussent les jeunes vers la cigarette est la
volonté de s'affirmer dans le monde des adultes, d'afficher une attitude
rebelle et de rejeter les valeurs parentales. Présenter le tabac comme étant
«adulte» et «interdit» équivaut par conséquent à un ciblage peu masqué
d'une jeunesse idéaliste et rebelle.

•

Les documents publiés sur les mesures de prévention du tabagisme chez les
jeunes suggèrent qu'elles sont généralement inefficaces (même sans la
participation de l'industrie du tabac) à moins de faire partie d'un programme
complet assorti d'interdictions de faire de la publicité, de taxes, de
programmes visant à aider les adultes à arrêter de fumer, d'interdictions de
fumer au travail et dans les lieux publics, autant de mesures visant à faire
diminuer globalement le taux de consommation des produits du tabac.

•

Les documents publiés sur les types de stratégies de prévention du
tabagisme chez les jeunes privilégiés par les fabricants de produits du tabac,
notamment les limites d'âge, les cartes d'identité, les avertissements
soulignant l'âge du consommateur et les campagnes à l'intention des
détaillants suggèrent que ces stratégies sont toujours inefficaces. D'autant

plus que les fabricants de produits du tabac ne préconisent jamais d'intégrer
leurs démarches de prévention du tabagisme chez les jeunes dans un
programme complet, s'y opposant toujours, au contraire.
•

Les fabricants de produits du tabac préconisent de faire participer les
parents, enseignants, responsables de la santé et autres adultes influents
aux activités de lutte antitabac; en revanche, elles font appel à des
personnages qui représentent des héros et des modèles pour les jeunes,
comme des pilotes de course automobile, des acteurs et des vedettes de
musique rock pour faire connaître leurs produits.

•

Les mesures dont l'efficacité est reconnue en matière de réduction du
tabagisme comme les taxes, l'interdiction de faire de la publicité, les
campagnes antitabac de qualité, la réglementation portant sur la conception
des emballages et les renseignements qui y sont inscrits, l'interdiction de
fumer dans les lieux publics, l'aide pour arrêter de fumer, les mesures de
lutte contre la contrebande, sont ignorées ou activement réfutées par les
fabricants de produits du tabac.

•

Les faits recueillis par les groupes de recherche suggèrent que certaines
mesures privilégiées par les fabricants de produits du tabac pourraient, en
fait, avoir un effet contraire, augmentant l'attrait que le tabac exerce sur les
adolescents.

•

Les faits extraits de documents internes des sociétés suggèrent que le
marché de la jeunesse est essentiel à la viabilité à long terme de leurs
activités et que le recrutement de «débutants» occupe une place
prépondérante au niveau de la gestion de la marque.

•

Les fabricants de produits du tabac ne sont pas parvenus à établir des
preuves crédibles pour soutenir leurs programmes; ils ont en outre choisi
d'ignorer les preuves de programmes efficaces ou s'y sont activement
opposés.

•

Malgré le nombre et la portée géographique de leurs démarches, les
fabricants de produits du tabac n'ont publié aucune évaluation de leurs
programmes de prévention du tabagisme chez les jeunes, pas plus qu'ils ne
les ont soumis à une évaluation indépendante. Ce processus est considéré
comme essentiel par les organismes responsables de la Santé publique,
dont le but est de peaufiner les programmes et de justifier les ressources
débloquées en la matière.

1.6 Recommandations
aux autorités publiques et aux gouvernements
•

Ne contractez aucun partenariat avec l'industrie du tabac dans le cadre de
programmes de lutte contre le tabagisme quels qu'ils soient et quelles que
soient les circonstances. Les motifs de l'industrie sont malhonnêtes et sa
principale préoccupation consiste à empêcher toute forme d'intervention
efficace visant à réduire la consommation de produits du tabac.

•

Les efforts visant à réduire les multiples fardeaux imposés par le tabac à la
société ne doivent jamais cibler exclusivement les jeunes. Tout effort dans ce
sens amplifierait l'image du tabac comme étant un produit adulte et risquerait
d'en augmenter l'attrait. Il convient d'adopter une approche globale,

comprenant notamment l'interdiction de faire de la publicité, l'augmentation
des taxes, l'interdiction de fumer dans les lieux publics et au travail, des
programmes conçus pour aider les adultes à arrêter de fumer, etc.
•

N'acceptez pas la logique biaisée selon laquelle le tabac ne pose problème
que si ce sont les adolescents qui fument. Le tabagisme des adultes impose
un énorme fardeau au système de santé, à l'économie et à la sécurité
sociale; les programmes visant à réduire le tabagisme chez les adultes
réduisent les dépenses dans le domaine de la santé, tout en augmentant
l'espérance et la qualité de vie. Encourager et soutenir les adultes qui tentent
de cesser de fumer est un objectif de santé publique important et justifiable.

•

Exploitez pleinement l'information fiable et de bonne qualité sur la lutte
contre le tabagisme que l'Organisation Mondiale de la Santé et la Banque
mondiale font paraître dans diverses publications.

à l'industrie du tabac

[1]

[2]
[3]

[4]

•

Annulez tous les programmes existants de prévention du tabagisme chez les
jeunes; ils font partie d'un exercice de relations publiques déloyal et
intéressé. Il ne s'agit tout simplement pas d'une sphère d'activités dans
laquelle on peut accorder sa confiance à l'industrie du tabac ou souhaiter sa
participation.

•

Cessez de faire systématiquement opposition aux mesures fondées sur les
faits qui, elles, feraient une différence, comme l'augmentation des taxes,
l'interdiction globale de faire de la publicité, les programmes visant à aider
les adultes à arrêter de fumer, l'interdiction de fumer dans les lieux publics et
au travail et les programme antitabac dirigés par des jeunes.

•

Acceptez les preuves accablantes concernant les effets du tabagisme sur la
santé et l'existence de la tabacomanie (conséquences négatives du
tabagisme passif incluses) et abandonnez le recours à des réponses
évasives et aux consentements partiels. Vos antécédents de tromperie, de
dénégation et de nébulosité perdurent et ne pourront être effacés par
quelques faux gestes orientés vers le tabagisme chez les jeunes.

British American Tobacco, "Twenty suggestions to start dialogue on constructive solutions" (Vingt
moyens d'entamer le dialogue pour la recherche de solutions constructives) 27 janvier, 2000
www.bat.com
Minneapolis - St. Paul StarTribune, 4 mars, 1998.
Diane Burrows, Strategic Research Report: Young Adult Smokers – Strategies and Opportunities
(Rapport de recherche stratégique : Le tabac chez les jeunes adultes – stratégies et opportunités),
Etude marketing RJ Reynolds, 29 février, 1984. Bates No. 501431519-1610
“

”Youth Campaign for Latin America.” (Campagne "jeune" en Amérique Latine) Cathy L Leiber,
Directrice, Affaires d'entreprise, Région Amérique Latine, 23 septembre, 1994.
http://www.pmdocs.com/getallimg.asp?DOCID=2503016523/6524

[5]

Note de service Philip Morris de Joshua J. Slavitt, “TI Youth Initiative,” (Initiative "jeune" de l'industrie
du tabac), 12 février, 1991. http://www.pmdocs.com/getallimg.asp?DOCID=2500082629

[6]

Vice-président de Philip Morris affecté à la recherche et au développement, Why One Smokes
(Pourquoi fume-t-on ?), Première version, 1969, Automne {Minnesota. Trial Exhibit 3681}.

[7]

Voir Tobacco Explained: the truth about the tobacco industry in its own words, (Le tabac c'est quoi ? :
la vérité sur l'industrie du tabac, par elle-même) ASH, 1998.

[8]

Slogan Brown and Williamson. Brown and Williamson est la filiale américaine de la British American
Tobacco.

[9]

Etude de groupe de focalisation : Recherche et expertise qualitatives Kay Scott Associates : “Need a
fag, need a fag” (Une cigarette, donnez-moi une cigarette) Rapport de six groupes de discussion
qualitative Smoking and Young People (Le tabagisme chez les jeunes) Préparé pour : Action on
Smoking and Health (Action tabagisme santé). Juillet 2000

ANNEXE III

Danger!
PR in the playground
Tobacco industry initiatives on youth smoking
"We believe in our right to provide adult smokers with brand choice and
information, alongside our responsibility to ensure that our marketing does
not undermine efforts to prevent children from smoking.
[Martin Broughton, Chairman of BAT, 2000][1]
“In all my years at Philip Morris, I’ve never heard anyone talk about
marketing to youth.”
[Geoffrey Bible, CEO of Philip Morris, 1998][2]
‘If younger adults turn away from smoking, the industry will decline, just as
a population which does not give birth will eventually dwindle.’
[Diane Burrows, RJ Reynolds, 1984][3]
“… we refined the objective of a juvenile initiative program as follows:
“Maintain and proactively protect our ability to advertise, promote and
market our products via a juvenile initiative*”.
* Juvenile Initiative = a series of programs and events to discourage
juvenile smoking because smoking is an adult decision.”
[Cathy Leiber, Philip Morris International, 1995][4]
“As we discussed, the ultimate means for determining the success of this
program will be: 1) A reduction in legislation introduced and passed
restricting or banning our sales and marketing activities; 2) Passage of
legislation favorable to the industry; 3) greater support from business,
parent, and teacher groups.”
[Joshua Slavitt, Philip Morris, “Tobacco Industry Youth Initiative,” 1991] [5]
‘A cigarette for the beginner is a symbolic act. I am no longer my mother's
child, I'm tough, I am an adventurer, I'm not square … As the force from the
psychological symbolism subsides, the pharmacological effect takes over
to sustain the habit.’
[Philip Morris, 1969][6]
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Summary public relations versus public health

1.1

Introduction: the assault on Big Tobacco

Since the 1960s, tobacco companies have faced escalating criticisms for their stance on smoking
and health and their marketing tactics. In the mid-to-late 1990s that criticism intensified as a
series of shocking revelations arising from litigation and the subsequent publication of 35 million
pages of internal documents confirmed what many had suspected for years. These confidential
documents were never intended to be seen by the public and reveal the bald truth about Big
Tobacco[7] - including:
•

The denial and obfuscation of the health effects and addictiveness of tobacco

•

The ruthless business rationale and tactics for marketing cigarettes to children

•

The covert PR campaigns to discredit passive smoking research

•

The consumer confidence trick of low tar cigarettes

•

The aggressive move into developing countries

•

The facilitating role of the tobacco companies in large-scale cigarette smuggling

As the industry’s reputation sank to new depths, the pressure for legislation, litigation and
regulation intensified culminating in governments seeking to negotiate the Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control under the auspices of the World Health Organization. The
companies clearly need to fight back and to begin to salvage their reputation.

1.2

Big Tobacco’s defence: protecting youth

Each of the major international tobacco companies is now engaged in a desperate bid to reinvent
itself as responsible and reformed. As Brown and Williamson, the U.S. subsidiary of BAT puts it,
it wishes to be a ‘responsible company in a controversial industry’[8]. The reconstruction effort
includes: some acknowledgement of the risks associated with smoking, a desire for dialogue, and
an openness to “reasonable” regulation.

But most of all, and central to the effort, is the appearance of opposing smoking by young people
and a promotion of measures aimed ostensibly at preventing underage smoking. This approach
emerges as a three-pronged strategy:

1.3

1.

To advocate ‘responsible marketing’ in which the companies undertake self-imposed
restrictions on marketing to teenagers.

2.

To support “anti-smoking” campaigns stressing that smoking is for adults.

3.

To support and undertake ‘youth access’ initiatives such as retailer schemes, ID-cards,
and raised age limits.

Why Big Tobacco’s defence is so clever

The focus on children and teenagers works exceedingly well for the tobacco industry - but not
because it will reduce teenage smoking or change attitudes to tobacco. The tobacco industry
strategy has quite different benefits:

•

It reinforces the companies’ common posture that smoking is a matter of informed adult
choice, in which certain risks are acknowledged and accepted by the smokers in making the
choice to smoke.

•

It assists the companies in achieving their primary goal of fending off broad, legally-based
marketing restrictions.

•

It aligns the companies with public and political opinion, which tends to simultaneously
express concern for both protecting children and the ‘freedom’ of adults.

•

It enables the industry to fund projects and co-operate with governments on a supposed
common agenda - an approach that has wider PR value.

•

It disorientates some of the companies’ critics, who find it hard to disagree with protecting
children or may believe a new era of co-operation and responsibility has begun.

•

It creates great potential for loopholes, evasion and ambiguity in specifying legislation or
policy, for example banning advertising that appeals to children.

•

Most importantly, its actual effect on underage smoking is likely to be neutral or even to
increase it.

1.4

The health response

In formulating a response to the tobacco companies’ positions on youth smoking, this report
reviews three main strands of evidence:
1.

The published literature to review the evidence base for the measures proposed by the
tobacco companies

2.

Focus group research to test the response of teenagers to the measures[9]

3.

The tobacco industry’s own internal documents to assess whether there are privately stated
purposes that differ from the public rhetoric

In doing so, we believe we are doing what anyone concerned with youth smoking should do
examine the established research and then make proposals that are evidence-based.

1.5

Why Big Tobacco’s youth focus is self-serving PR

We summarise the response to the tobacco industry’s youth focus as follows:

•

Evidence from internal tobacco industry documents suggests the companies have conceived
and publicised youth prevention programmes to forestall serious regulation and garner better
PR, rather than to reduce sales or the number of potential customers.

•

The industry’s focus on ‘youth prevention’ programmes invariably strengthen the definition of
tobacco use as an ‘adult’ activity.

•

Prohibitive measures promoted by the tobacco industry aimed at youth enhance the image of
the cigarette as ‘forbidden fruit’ and smoking as rebellious.

•

A major motivation for teen smoking is the aspiration to adulthood, rebellion and rejection of
parental values. The positioning of tobacco as ‘adult’ and ‘forbidden’ is, therefore, a thinly
concealed pitch to aspirational and rebellious youth.

•

The published literature on youth prevention measures suggests these are generally
ineffective (even if the tobacco industry is not involved) unless embedded in a comprehensive
programme including comprehensive advertising bans, taxation, adult cessation, restriction
on smoking at work and in public places which are aimed at reducing overall smoking rates.

•

The published literature on the types of youth prevention strategies favoured by the tobacco
companies age restrictions, ID cards, age related-warnings, retailer schemes - suggests they
are always ineffective. This is especially so because the tobacco companies never advocate
(and always resist) embedding their youth initiatives in a comprehensive programme.

•

Tobacco companies advocate involvement of parents, teachers, health officials and other
figures of adult authority in anti-smoking activity, but use heroic aspirational role models such
as racing drivers, actors and rock stars in promoting tobacco.

•

The measures that are known to be effective in reducing smoking taxation, advertising bans,
high quality anti-tobacco advertising, regulation of pack design and information, restrictions
on smoking in public, support for quitting, anti-smuggling measures are either ignored or
actively resisted by tobacco companies.

•

Focus group evidence suggests certain measures favoured by the tobacco companies may
be counter-productive and actually enhance the appeal of tobacco to teenagers.

•

Evidence from the internal documents of the companies suggests that the youth market is
essential to the long-term viability of their business and success with ‘starters’ is highly valued
in brand management.

•

The tobacco companies have failed to establish any credible evidence base to support their
programmes and have either paid no heed to the evidence that exists on what does work or
have actively disputed it.

•

Despite the number and geographical spread of their initiatives, the tobacco companies have
not published evaluations of their youth prevention programmes or subjected them to scrutiny
by peer-review. This process is regarded as essential by public health bodies that genuinely
seek to refine programmes and account for resources expended.

1.6

Recommendations

To public health authorities and governments
•

Do not engage the tobacco industry as partners in any tobacco control programmes in any
circumstance. The industry’s motives are insincere and its primary concern is to prevent
meaningful action to reduce tobacco consumption.

•

Efforts to reduce the multiple burdens of tobacco on society should never be focussed
exclusively on youth. This will heighten the definition of the tobacco as adult and may even
increase its appeal. A comprehensive approach should be adopted and include advertising
bans, increased taxation, restrictions on smoking in public places and workplaces, adult
smoking cessation and so on.

•

Do not accept the flawed logic that tobacco is only a problem if it is teenagers that are
smoking. Adult smoking is a serious health, economic and welfare burden and programmes
to reduce adult smoking reduce health care costs and increase life expectancy and quality of
life. Encouraging and supporting smoking cessation among adults is an important and
legitimate public health goal.

•

Make use of the good quality and reliable information on tobacco control, available in
numerous journals and from the World Health Organization and the World Bank.

To the tobacco industry
•

Cancel all existing youth smoking initiatives they are revealed here as disingenuous, selfserving public relations. This simply is not an area of activity in which the tobacco industry
should be trusted or welcome.

•

The only useful role for the tobacco industry in reducing smoking is to drop its ubiquitous
opposition to the evidence-based measures that would make a difference such as increased
taxation, complete advertising bans, adult smoking cessation programmes, restrictions on
smoking in public and at work, and youth-led anti-tobacco initiatives.

•

The tobacco industry must accept the overwhelming evidence concerning the health effects
and addictiveness of tobacco-use (including the impacts of passive smoking) and should stop
using evasive language and making partial admissions. The history of deceit, denial and
obfuscation continues to the present day and cannot be erased with gestures on youth
smoking.

2

Tobacco industry positions

US-based Philip Morris and UK-based British American Tobacco are the two largest
multi-national tobacco companies, with a global market share of 17.3 and 14.8 percent
respectively.[10]. Both companies have adopted similar postures towards youth smoking,
though with BAT being a more recent convert. RJ Reynolds Tobacco (US) also has an
anti-youth smoking posture and a programme entitled “Kids shouldn’t smoke”. The
international operations of RJ Reynolds, and its owner, Japan Tobacco International, also
have an anti-youth smoking position: “No one wants minors to smoke. Neither does
Japan Tobacco. Smoking is an adult choice. When we say that, we mean it.”[11]
2.1

Philip Morris

Publicly, Philip Morris International outlines its position as follows: [12]
WHERE WE STAND
Philip Morris International has long believed that minors should not smoke. We have
undertaken actions for a number of years to restrict the access of minors both to
cigarettes and to promotional activities and material associated with the marketing of
cigarettes. While Philip Morris International is actively taking steps and developing
programs to help address the youth smoking issue, it is necessary to recognize that this is
a complex issue and that many other interested parties - including government, retailers,
other manufacturers, parents and teachers - all have a stake in, and responsibility for,
addressing this issue.
Five specific measures have been identified to fulfil Philip Morris International's
commitment to addressing the issue of youth smoking around the world. We have pledged
to:

• Support minimum age laws in every country
• Support youth access programs everywhere
• Support youth anti-smoking programs, organized in concert
with education and health officials in every country

• Place the message "Underage Sale Prohibited", or
equivalent on every package where legally feasible

• Work with governments and our competitors proactively to
achieve the reforms necessary to reduce youth smoking in
each country in which we operate.
We recognize that different governments and health officials have differing
views about how best to address the problem of youth smoking; but, even
while recognizing the need to adapt to national circumstances, we will
adhere to the principle that we and our competitors should play a
constructive role in society's efforts to reduce youth smoking.

In addition, Philip Morris International has also developed a Cigarette Marketing Code to
guide its marketing staff. See Appendix 1: Tobacco industry marketing restrictions.
2.2

British American Tobacco

As part of its evidence to a UK Health Select Committee inquiry, BAT presented a set of
‘twenty suggestions for progress’. Included in these suggestions were the following
proposals regarding youth smoking: [13].
British American Tobacco Partnership for Change proposals
Twenty suggestions for progress

1. Define and ensure responsible marketing
[…]
•
•
•

Tobacco advertising should not contain imagery or messages which
appeal to children;
Tobacco marketing should not take place in environments used
mainly by people under age;
Tobacco advertising should not be misleading."

Our proposals:
a) Establish a forum where the industry, government, public health groups
and consumer advocacy groups can reach consensus on what constitutes
responsible marketing of tobacco products.
b) Fund independent research to determine whether any specific form of
marketing has a particular impact on decisions to smoke by under age
teenagers.
c) In the light of this research, comprehensively review the voluntary code
governing tobacco marketing.

2. Ensure that only adults smoke
[…] Our proposals:
a) Set up a summit meeting amongst Government, public health groups,
educationalists, tobacco companies and retailers, to develop a UK action
plan on under age smoking.
Understanding why young people under age start smoking

b) Fund independent research into teenage behaviour, including decisions
to smoke.
c) Set up a teenage action group, where teenagers themselves can develop
messages to their peers on how to deal with adult products such as
cigarettes and alcohol, and also on how to deal with illegal drugs.
d) Mobilise teachers, parents, Government and public health bodies in an
integrated communications campaign with effective messages.

3. Preventing under age access to tobacco products
e) Raise the legal age for tobacco purchase in the UK from 16 to 18, in line
with alcohol.
f) Involve retailers in developing a tighter and more effective enforcement
regime to prevent under age sales.
g) Provide more support through schools and retail outlets for the Citizen
Card, a youth identity scheme that helps retailers confirm a customer's
age.
h) Research the formal and informal channels through which under age
smokers obtain cigarettes, including the rapidly growing UK 'black market'.
i) Fund independent research into the best excise strategy to make a major
reduction in the UK black market in tobacco products.
BAT also has a self-imposed set of advertising principles. See Appendix 1: Tobacco
industry marketing restrictions.
2.3

Summary: a three pronged strategy

It is evident from the statements made by BAT and Philip Morris that the companies have
adopted a common three-pronged approach to youth smoking issues:
1.

Responsible marketing: the companies position their own marketing activities as
‘responsible’ and not directed at teenagers. These are governed by voluntary codes
that define what is not acceptable and, by inference, what is acceptable.

2.

Youth prevention campaigns: the companies fund and support campaigns aimed at
persuading teenagers that smoking is an adult activity and that teenagers should not
smoke.

3.

Under-age access initiatives: the companies press for enforcement of age restrictions
through retailer schemes, ID cards, and legal sanctions.

Why should anyone be suspicious about these seemingly good intentions? Despite its 40year history of deceit and obfuscation, perhaps the tobacco industry has reformed;

perhaps they really do want to be responsible companies in a controversial industry?
The starting point of this critique is to demonstrate the clear commercial imperative of
marketing to youth and the public relations value of their proposals.
The next chapter therefore establishes the covert motive for the tobacco companies'
programmes.
•

Chapter 3: Context: business rationale for youth smoking

A critique of these three approaches forms the substance of this report in the final three
chapters.
•

Chapter 4: Tobacco industry proposal: responsible marketing

•

Chapter 5:Tobacco industry proposal: only adults should smoke

•

Chapter 6: Tobacco industry proposal: preventing under age access

3

Context: business rationale for youth smoking

Before examining in detail the programmes run by the tobacco industry, it is important to
understand why the tobacco companies need to recruit teenagers and the PR value of focussing
on youth smoking prevention.

3.1

Tobacco industry needs teenage smokers to survive

For many years, the major tobacco manufacturers have pledged their unequivocal opposition to
youth smoking, and their commitment to reducing it. However, their private comments quoted
below illustrate how disingenuous these pledges have always been. Cigarette companies are
addicted to underage smoking. Almost 90 percent of all regular smokers begin at or before age
18, and hardly anybody tries their first cigarette outside of childhood.[14] In other words, if large
numbers of kids did not try smoking, become regular users, and turn into addicted adult smokers,
the big cigarette companies would eventually not have enough adult customers to make staying
in business worthwhile.In summary, the argument that marketing to youth is a commercial
imperative for successful operation of a tobacco business is:
•

New entrants to the market are needed to replace adult quitters or those that have died

•

New entrants are overwhelmingly drawn from under 18s

•

Brand loyalty is formed early

•

Once formed, brand loyalty is hard and expensive to change

•

Early choice of brand generates revenue from the smoker as they age

•

It follows, therefore, that marketing to teenagers is important for the viability of the industry as
a whole, and for success within the industry

The tobacco industry documents presented here (and there are many more[15]) indicate the
industry’s awareness of the vital importance of teenage smokers in renewing the pool of smokers
as adults quit or die. A selection of quotes from tobacco industry documents is set out below to
illustrate the point.

‘If younger adults turn away from smoking, the industry will decline, just as a
population which does not give birth will eventually dwindle.’[16][17]
[RJ Reynolds, 1984]

‘They represent tomorrow’s cigarette business. As this 14-24 age group matures, they
will account for a key share of the total cigarette volume for at least the next 25 years.’
[RJ Reynolds, 1975]

‘It is important to know as much as possible about teenage smoking patterns and
attitudes. Today’s teenager is tomorrow’s potential regular customer, and the
overwhelming majority of smokers first begin to smoke while still in their teens…It is

during the teenage years that the initial brand choice is made…The smoking patterns
of teenagers are particularly important to Philip Morris…’[18]
[Philip Morris internal document, 1981. One of the researchers who created this report, Dr.
Caroline Levy, is now Senior Vice President of Youth Smoking Prevention at Philip Morris[19]]

‘The loss of younger adult males and teenagers is more important to the long term,
drying up the supply of new smokers to replace the old. This is not a fixed loss to the
industry: its importance increases with time.’ [20]
[RJ Reynolds, 1982]

‘If younger adults turn away from smoking, the industry will decline, just as a
population which does not give birth will eventually dwindle.’ [21]
[RJ Reynolds, 1984]

‘'The younger smoker is of pre-eminent importance: significant in numbers, “'lead
in'” to prime market, starts brand preference patterning….But frustrating to reach:
values and behaviour at variance with rest of the population, sceptical, intense peer
pressure…'’[22][Brown & Williamson (BAT), 1974]
‘the brands which these beginning smokers accept and use will become the dominant
brands in future years. Evidence is now available to indicate that the 14 to 18 year old
group is an increasing segment of the smoking population. RJR must soon establish a
successful new brand in this market if our position in the industry is to be maintained
over the long term.’ [23]
[RJ Reynolds, 1976]

‘at least a part of the success of Marlboro Red…was because it became the brand
of choice among teenagers who then stuck with it as they grew older.’[24]
[Philip Morris 1981]
“The ability to attract new smokers and develop them into a young adult franchise is
key to brand development.” [Philip Morris, Five-Year Trends 1988-1992, PM Doc.
#2044895379/484]

‘A careful study of the current youth jargon, together with a review of currently
used high school American history books might be a good start at finding a good
brand name and image name.’[25]
[RJ Reynolds, 1973]

‘the brand loyalty of 18-year-old smokers far outweighs any tendency to switch brands
with age.’ [26]
[RJ Reynolds marketing analysis, 1984]

Of course, people don’t begin to smoke and form a brand allegiance on their 18th birthday;
smoking and brand choice form in the years preceding the 18th birthday. Smokers develop strong
brand preferences and loyalty during their childhood years, as most adults continue to smoke the
brands they used as kids. Accordingly, it is not only important to the major cigarette companies
that large numbers of children smoke but that the underage smokers choose their brands and
that cannot happen unless kids are exposed to the cigarette companies’ brand advertising and
other promotional efforts, as a 1981 Philip Morris document makes clear:

“Today's teenager is tomorrow's potential regular customer, and the overwhelming
majority of smokers first begin to smoke while in their teens . . . it is during the
teenage years that the initial brand choice is made…the success of Marlboro Red
during its most rapid growth period was because it became the brand of choice
among teenagers who then stuck with it as they grew older.”[27]

These quotes illustrate the importance of young smokers for the tobacco industry. As
almost 90% of smokers start before the age of 18, to reduce the youth market would have
serious economic repercussions for manufacturers. The danger for the companies is that
smokers would not simply start later, but that they would not start at all effectively
dismantling the modus operandi of the tobacco business: an immature decision to start
smoking as a teenager, consolidated and sustained by rapid and long term addiction to
nicotine.[28]

3.2

Public relations value of anti-smoking initiatives

Internal company industry documents make clear that the driving force behind the
industry’s interest in youth programmes stems from its fear of legislation that would
hinder its ability to promote cigarettes. In the words of a 1982 Tobacco Institute
document, “…a program to discourage teens from smoking (an adult decision) might
prevent or delay further regulation of the tobacco industry.”[29]
Given that teenage smoking is essential for the long-term health of the tobacco industry,
the industry does need to have something to conceal this uncomfortable truth and youth
initiatives provide the necessary cover. A 1991 Tobacco Institute memo provides further
a revealing insight into the industry’s motives for youth programmes:
‘The youth program and its individual parts support The [Tobacco] Institute’s objective
of discouraging unfair and counterproductive federal, state and local restrictions on
cigarette advertising, by:
Providing on-going and persuasive evidence that the industry is actively discouraging
youth smoking and independent verification that the industry’s efforts are valid
Reinforcing the belief that peer pressure not advertising is the cause of youth
smoking.
Seizing the political center and forcing the anti-smokers to an extreme…

The strategy is fairly simple:
Heavily promote industry opposition to youth smoking
Align industry with broader, more sophisticated view of the problem, i.e. parental
inability to offset peer pressure.
Work with and through credible child welfare professionals and educators to tackle the
“problem”.
Bait anti-tobacco forces to criticize industry efforts. Focus media attention on antis’
extremism. Anticipate and blunt antis’ strongest points.
Establish the sense of a growing, well-accepted program by encouraging a
proliferation of small, local projects, and appropriate co-ventures with other TI allies.
Avoid dependency on any one organization…’ [30][original emphases in original text]

This 1991 memo reveals the extent to which the Tobacco Institute was prepared to
manipulate educators and the media in order to avoid restrictions on tobacco activities. It
echoes and builds upon a statement made ten years earlier in another TI memo:
‘In order to offset further erosion of the industry’s image in this area, and to avoid
further legislative forays, the tobacco industry should take two actions: Clearly and
visibly announce our position on teenage smoking to the public generally and to
leaders of all youth-oriented organizations [and]…A program to depict cigarette
smoking as one of many activities some people choose to do as adults.’[31]
A 1994 memo from Philip Morris Latin America makes abundantly clear the industry’s
motivation for launching its youth programmes:
“Increasing pressure from anti-tobacco forces in Latin America has created the need
to explore various options to counter negative publicity….Taking into consideration
the emerging adverse legislative climate in the region, we have an opportunity to
create good will for the tobacco industry by going public with a campaign to
discourage juvenile smoking.”[32]

A 1992 Corporate Affairs Plan from Philip Morris Australia identifies youth programmes
as a way to counter the domestic anti-smoking movement. “The industry has been
reactive and aggressive in tone. It generally lacks support, allowing the anti’s to
effectively keep the focus on the health issue. The implications of Australian antismoking activity are significant,” the memo continues, “because Australia serves as a
seedbed for anti-smoking programs around the world.” Under “short-term objectives”,
the company’s plan is to “prevent the adoption of federal legislation that would otherwise
ban remaining tobacco company event sponsorship.” Under “long-term objectives”, the
company lists two priorities:
“Change the operating environment for PMI and the Tobacco Industry in
Australia.
Change Australia as a model for anti-smoking activity worldwide.”

In order to accomplish these goals, and in the process “Make PM the ‘responsible’
tobacco company”, the plan calls for the company to “Get politicians to ‘force’ action on
the industry via…youth ‘non smoking’ campaign.”[33]
In 1994 Philip Morris, BAT and Rothmans met in England to discuss emerging threats to
their ability to do business in Pakistan. A memo of that meeting states that
“since the industry in Pakistan is facing unprecedented opposition, not only on the
advertising front but on most other issues too (particularly ETS), the time had come for
the companies to be considerably more proactive. This reflects the attitude that is
currently prevailing in almost every country in the region to one degree or another.”

Detailing the concrete steps to emerge from the meeting, the author writes that
“An industry code will be written…so that it can be used as both a lobbying lever
and an argument against not introducing formal legislation….it was proposed that
we look at developing a minor’s programme that would show the industry to be
willing to work cooperatively with the authorities in at least one area in which we
have a mutual objective.”[34]
A March 2000 Philip Morris memo describing industry plans to combat the “potential
threat” of further advertising restrictions in Lebanon, states that an approach which
combined an initiative with the Ministry of Health on youth smoking and a vigorous
defence of the company’s freedom to advertise would “put the matter to bed in a manner
satisfactory to all parties for many years to come.” Philip Morris would “need to
consider internally and jointly with the rest of the industry, those marketing practices that
we may be willing to concede, preferably voluntarily concessions.” The memo also
opposes suggestions that Philip Morris voluntarily stop advertising on television.
“I do not support this proposal, irrespective of its implications for our marketing
mix, or lack thereof. It is primarily because two thirds of the industry ad spend goes
into television. A motion to withdraw form this medium is unlikely to find the
requisite support and unanimity within the industry, but more importantly, it would
alienate media ad industry and IAA support for tobacco advertising freedoms.”[35]
There is another telling admission in a high-level internal 1991 Asian Tobacco/ BAT
document which shows not only that the definition of ‘children’ was set below the
teenage but that PR value was understood:
‘We need to ask ourselves whether as an industry we could be turning our declared
belief that we have no interest in recruiting children and by that I mean subteenagers to more practical account. Much of what we have done around the world
has been desultory and patchy and yet being seen to cooperate on this particular
issue has many positive public relations and public affairs benefits; is often
relatively inexpensive to mount, and usually very difficult for the opposition
effectively to counter without appearing sour and over-critical.’ [36]

The frankness and emphasis on PR advantage of these internal documents contrasts
sharply with the public protestations posture of industry figureheads spokespeople like
Corky Newton of Brown & Williamson (a subsidiary of BAT) who pledged in 1999 that:
‘[Brown & Williamson] ‘would be willing to support prevention efforts that affected
our bottom line. Absolutely…if we can come up with a program that really gets at the
root causes of youth smoking, and that prevents all teenagers from smoking
cigarettes, we would be delighted to see that happen. And if that meant that fewer
people smoked as adults, so be it.’ [37]
In the mid-1990s, Philip Morris hired the Leo Burnett advertising agency to develop a commercial
using animated characters which could be used throughout Latin America. The firm developed a
treatment using a “family” of animated matches, which they then tested with focus groups and
individual interviews with young people and adults in Brazil and Argentina. In a memo transmitting
these studies, Alice Liu from Philip Morris writes that the commercial “can be positioned as an
innovative and enlightened way to market cigarettes cigarettes as an option and an individual
choice.” Liu declares that

“The campaign would be seen as a special marketing strategy:
to distinguish the manufacturer from its competitors
to improve its public image a modern, courageous and responsible company
The campaigning may even suggest that the cigarettes made by this manufacture
would be less harmful to health.”[38]
A report summarising audience reactions in Brazil to the “Matches” commercial said that it

“conveys the idea that parents should educate their children not to smoke when
young, calling their attention to the fact that smoking is an adult decision, that is, an
act that demands responsibility and maturity…. Its impact may even induce the feeling
(mainly among non-smokers) that this television commercial is a warning against
smoking, an anti-smoking campaign....This educational aspect clashes at times with
the promotion of cigarettes and, consequently, evokes and/or suggests a stimulus for
consumption, such as the lighted match and the Cigarette Industry as a sponsor....If
this ambiguity may at first negatively affect the commercial, it is at the same time its
strong element....It sells cigarettes as an option and not as a fad, in addition to having
an educational appeal which aims at enlightening and not prohibiting. The commercial
is aimed at teenagers and, on a lesser scale, at parents. The presentation in the form of
a cartoon is attractive and, due to its childish character, it will hopefully attract
children’s attention….Indications are that this advertisement will distinguish the
manufacturer from its competitors and improve its image before the public in
general.”[39]

4

Tobacco industry proposal: responsible marketing

4.1

Tobacco industry approach

The first prong of the tobacco industry’s approach is to suggest that it can curtail its own
marketing activities in such a way that it would avoid reaching teenagers. The tobacco industry
states that it wants to define and adhere to principles of ‘responsible marketing’ and that these
should be codified in voluntary agreements or internal controls rather than legislation.
Responsible marketing is generally taken to mean marketing that does not impact upon children
or teenagers. Implicit in this approach of course is the protection of an asserted right to advertise
at will to adults. This is a defensive strategy against calls for comprehensive advertising bans
advocated by the health community and developed as legislative proposals in a number of
countries. In fact this is what drives the tobacco companies’ youth prevention initiatives.

“As we discussed, the ultimate means for determining the success of this program will
be: 1) A reduction in legislation introduced and passed restricting or banning our sales
and marketing activities; 2) Passage of legislation favorable to the industry; 3) Greater
support from business, parent, and teacher groups.”
[Joshua Slavitt, Philip Morris, “Tobacco Industry Youth Initiative,” 1991] [40]

4.1.1

British American Tobacco

BAT’s 20 ideas include a search for what would be deemed acceptable marketing.
“Define and ensure responsible marketing […]
•
establish a forum where the industry, government, public health groups and
consumer advocacy groups can reach consensus on what constitutes responsible
marketing of tobacco products
•
fund independent research to determine whether any specific form of marketing
has a particular impact on decisions to smoke by underage teenagers
•
in the light of this research, comprehensively review the voluntary code governing
tobacco marketing”
It is clear however that the industry’s concern for youth smoking is tightly bounded. A Brown and
Williamson (BAT) representative, Corky Newton, used emotive language in dealing with the
question of advertising restrictions at a 1999 meeting with teen anti-smoking campaigners:

‘I just would like you to consider that there needs to be a balance between our right to
market to adult consumers versus the need to protect kids from cigarette marketing…If
we have laws against advertising, if we impose restrictions on tobacco companies, that
really sort of impinges on a basic right that we have as Americans. And that’s a right of
free speech. We voluntarily agreed to a lot of restrictions. But to take away the last area
of communication with our consumers is well it’s imposing a restriction that makes
this into a country that is I’m not sure the kind of country that you all would like to grow
up in, where people don’t have the right of free speech.’ [41]
The real position advocated by BAT is best understood as an assertion of a right to market the
product subject to voluntary restrictions.

4.1.2

Philip Morris

Philip Morris International has a similar perspective and already has a code of practice: the
Cigarette Marketing Code (seePhilip Morris International: cigarette marketing code). This
code mainly attempts to define how marketing activities should be constructed to avoid marketing
to younger teenagers.

4.2

Critique of the tobacco industry’s approach

The tobacco industry wishes to position itself as against youth smoking, primarily to defend its
ability to market with minimal restrictions to adults. The tobacco industry is careful to advocate
only measures that are likely to be ineffective so there is little to lose.

4.2.1

Protecting the right to advertise to adults

In seeking agreement that limits marketing to youth, the companies are seeking a laissez faire
approach to advertising to adults. This 1995 Philip Morris document reveals the ulterior motive
with great clarity:

“… we refined the objective of a juvenile initiative program as follows: “Maintain and
proactively protect our ability to advertise, promote and market our products via a
juvenile initiative*”.
* Juvenile Initiative = a series of programs and events to discourage juvenile smoking
because smoking is an adult decision.”
[Cathy Leiber, Philip Morris International, 1995][42]

The case against tobacco companies advertising at will to adults is strong. Since the product is so
addictive, advertising can a) increase tobacco users’ daily consumption of tobacco products by
serving as a cue to tobacco use; b) can reduce current tobacco users' motivation to quit; and c)
can encourage former smokers to resume smoking.[43]

Despite industry denials, tobacco companies, like all advertisers, know what works. Not because
they have empirical evidence of customer reactions to the ads, but because they track sales in
response to advertising. Cigarette companies do daily and weekly tracking studies of purchases
among panels of customers. They can see what causes increases in sales by day, by age, by
city, or by any other characteristic.

Companies invest large sums of money to ensure that their advertising reaches the appropriate
demographic- whether that be an age segment or socio-demographic segment. For example, one
1984 strategic research document, authored by Diane Burrows of RJR- entitled “Younger Adult
Smokers: Strategies and Opportunities” explained that in order to have a successful youth brand,
Reynolds should study youth brands of the past to identify and track values, wants and media
effectiveness relevant to younger people. Once that research was finished the company would
design and test various ad campaigns. But it could not be sure that it had a successful youth ad
until it actually launched the ad campaign and tested its results

4.2.2

Calls for more research

BAT’s proposal is essentially a call for research into questions that can never be answered. This
is because the question is based on a flawed premise namely that it is possible to define
advertising that appeals to someone who is 18 but has no impact or less impact on someone who
is 16. In suggesting a research programme, BAT is acknowledging that it does not know if its
marketing activities impact upon teenagers.

4.2.3

Codes of practice and voluntary agreements

Despite BAT’s call for more research into the impact of marketing on children, both BAT and
Philip Morris already have codes defining what can and cannot be done by their marketing staff.
Much of this is based on the false premise that it is possible to define marketing that appeals to
young adults (age 18-24) but does not reach younger teenagers. This is based on no evidence
and no attempt has been made to establish the outcome expected of such a code or to test its
elements. The approach is similar to the voluntary agreement used in the UK, which is
thoroughly discredited and due to be replaced by a complete legally-based ban on tobacco
advertising.

An advertising industry executive questioned on the issue before a UK parliamentary committee
in January 2000, makes the following candid admission[44]:

Q. Audrey Wise MP.
Can you give us any examples of things you would not put in in case they attracted
the 14 to 15 year olds? You have rock, cult, bikes, cars and all sorts of things […]
14 and 15 year old males seem to be just as interested as 18 year olds. How do
your adverts differ?
A.Paul Bainsfair, Chairman of advertising agency TBWA CGT Simons Palmer Ltd. .
Perhaps if I say that it is common sense that there is going to be an overlap. Some
15-year olds are going to be more sophisticated than others. It is impossible to
say that something that appeals to an 18 year old will not appeal to a 15 year old. If
that is what you are getting at, obviously you are right.

4.3

Evidence: how tobacco advertising reaches young people

4.3.1

Tobacco marketing does reach the young

Numerous internal tobacco industry documents make clear that the industry perceived
kids as a key market, studied their smoking habits, and developed products and marketing
campaigns aimed at them.[45] As an R.J. Reynolds document put it,
“Many manufacturers have “studied’ the 14-20 market in hopes of uncovering the
‘secret’ of the instant popularity some brands enjoy to the almost exclusion of
others…Creating a ‘fad’ in this market can be a great bonanza.”[46]
In fact young people are particularly susceptible to advertising: 86% of youth smokers in the US
prefer Marlboro, Camel and Newport the three most heavily-advertised brands as opposed to
about a third of adult smokers.[47]

In England, the three most popular brands among young smokers are Benson and Hedges
(36%), Lambert and Butler (24%), and Embassy (12%)[48]. The manufacturers of these brands
Imperial Tobacco (which makes Embassy and Lambert and Butler) and Gallaher (which makes
Benson and Hedges) - are the UK’s biggest cigarette companies, controlling around 80% of the
UK cigarette market between them, and with a combined marketing and advertising expenditure
far exceeding that of any of their competitors.

4.3.2

What are ‘young adults’?

It is important to understand that terms used in tobacco industry documents are
sometimes euphemisms or expressed to limit unwanted legal or public relations
consequences should the documents be made public. An internal Brown & Williamson
memo outlines how they should refer to young smokers clearly an attempt to use a
‘code’ for referring to young smokers that would enable a plausible denial that this
referred to younger teenagers:

‘When describing market categories and target audiences we use references such as
'young smokers', 'young market' 'youth market' etc….in the future when describing the
low-age end of the cigarette business please use the term 'young adult smoker' or
'young adult smoking market.’ [49]

4.3.3

The search for an adult identity

The advertising agency, Ted Bates, explains how to market to children by positioning the product
as ‘adult’.[50]

In the young smoker's mind, a cigarette falls into the same category with wine,
beer, shaving, wearing a bra (or purposely not wearing one), declaration of
independence and striving for self-identity.... Thus, an attempt to reach young
smokers, starters, should be based, among others, on the following major
parameters:

•
•
•

•

Present the cigarette as one of the few initiations into the adult world.
Present the cigarette as part of the illicit pleasure category of products and
activities.
In your ads create a situation taken from the day-to-day life of the young
smoker but in an elegant manner have this situation touch on the basic
symbols of the growing-up, maturity process.
To the best of your ability, (considering some legal constraints), relate the
cigarette to pot, wine, beer, sex, etc.

Though the advice of the document may not have been acted upon, it does illustrate what at least
the agency believed to be the key to marketing to young smokers - positioning as a right of
passage.

This is why marketing notionally aimed at 18-24 year olds (often the definition of ‘young adult
smokers’) will always have an impact on children that are younger. It is precisely the aspiration to
be adult, to be in the 18-24 age group, that appeals to teenagers aged 11-17.

A 1997 Rothmans document shows why marketing is so essential for motivation of the young
smoker.

"Young adult smokers are also searching for an identity. Cigarettes have a key role to
play as they are an ever-present statement of identity. By inference, if a brand of
cigarettes does not convey much in the way of image values, there may well be little
reason for a young adult smoker to persist with or adopt the brand. Strong image
values can help establish an identity, weak image values are of no use." [51]

A 1999 study by Cheryl Perry gives details of marketing research data from Brown and
Williamson, Lorillard, Philip Morris and RJ Reynolds.[52] The data shows that all these companies
have a good understanding of what appeals to young people. Two of the most notorious
examples of campaigns used to successfully market cigarettes to underage smokers are Joe
Camel and the Marlboro Man.

4.3.4

Joe Camel

A particularly notorious example of youth marketing was the use of the ‘Joe Camel’ cartoon
character by RJ Reynolds to sell Camel Filter cigarettes over two decades. A 1974 RJR internal
memo enthused about the new advertising campaign:

‘It’s about as young as you can get, and aims right at the young adult smoker Camel
needs to attract.’ [53] [NB. ‘young adults’ at that time were defined by the RJR Board of
Directors as the 14-24 age group.]

Between 1989 and 1993, when RJR invested heavily in a new Joe Camel campaign, Camel’s
market share among youngsters increased massively while its share of the adult market did not
change at all.[54] [55] Research carried out in the United States shows that 2.6 million children
were first led to smoke by Joe Camel.[56]

A 1991 internal analysis of the campaign concluded that it had
‘helped realize tangible increases as a FUBOC (First Usual Brand of Cigarettes)’ [57]

This tallies with the conclusions of studies carried out by tobacco control researchers which
showed that young people were much better than adults at identifying Joe Camel.[58] A study in
the Journal of the American Medical Association found that 91 percent of six year old children
surveyed identified the Joe Camel cartoon character as being associated with cigarettes, about
the same percentage as recognized Mickey Mouse.[59]

4.3.5

The Marlboro Man

For Philip Morris, the use of the Marlboro Man one of the biggest advertising icons of the
twentieth century - has been hugely successful in
‘capturing over 50% of this [17 years and younger] market.’ [60]

A 1984 marketing analysis stated that

Marlboro floundered for eight years and then hit a responsive chord among post-war
baby boom teenagers with the theme from the Magnificent Seven and an image
uncalculatedly right for the wave of teenagers coming of age.’ [61]
In 1989, two-thirds of underage smokers used Marlboro.[62] The Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids
estimates that between 1988 and 1997, Philip Morris’ Marlboro Man campaign convinced at least
1.2 million children in the United States to begin smoking,[63] and that during the same period, a
total of 6 million adolescents experimented with cigarettes because of tobacco marketing.[64]

4.3.6

Formula One

According to marketing specialists working for the tobacco industry, Formula One sponsorship
would help make the Benson & Hedges brand more youthful, dynamic and exciting there was no
discussion of how it might manage this only for people who passed their 18th birthday.

"Benson & Hedges sponsorship of Formula One is entirely coherent with expectations
and offers the brand many opportunities to capitalise on positive associations. For
instance, by sponsoring Formula One respondents claimed it made them believe that
Benson & Hedges was a big, major league, very powerful brand with plenty of money.

It also lent associations to the brand with young, fast, racy, adult, exciting, aspirational
but attainable environments. It was coherent with all that respondents knew of the
brand but also extended associative territory to make the brand more youthful, more
dynamic and more exciting." [65]

Formula One motor racing dominates tobacco sponsorship accounting for US$300-450 million
per year. Formula One aligns tobacco with one of the most important teenage aspirations
becoming a driver and takes the fastest cars, the most heroic drivers and the glamorous events
and makes tobacco advertisements of them. How can this be consistent with ’responsible
marketing’?

4.4

Evidence: public health research

There is widespread agreement among public health experts that advertising is about recruiting
new smokers and increasing demand. So much of the product value derives from its branding,
and branding can only be built through marketing. The tobacco companies have ignored the
evidence base and attempted to define a strategy for which there is no supportive evidence
namely restricting only marketing that appeals to children. This is the fundamental flaw in the
tobacco company’s approach (at least if the intent was to reduce teenage smoking!). As the Pan
American Health Organization puts it,

“Messages stating that "smoking is for adults" are probably the most effective
strategies for causing children to start smoking, and it is probably no coincidence that
tobacco companies endorse such efforts.”[66]

4.4.1

The impact of cigarette advertising on children

Following a detailed review of the evidence, the US Surgeon General summarised the arguments
related to tobacco marketing in 1994.[67]

Conclusions
1. Young people continue to be a strategically important market for the tobacco
industry.
2. Young people are currently exposed to cigarette messages through print media
(including outdoor billboards) and through promotional activities, such as
sponsorship of sporting events and public entertainment, point-of-sale displays,
and distribution of specialty items.
3. Cigarette advertising uses images rather than information to portray the
attractiveness and function of smoking. Human models and cartoon characters
in cigarette advertising convey independence, healthfulness, adventure-seeking,
and youthful activities -- themes correlated with psychosocial factors that
appeal to young people.

4.

Cigarette advertisements capitalize on the disparity between an ideal and actual
self-image and imply that smoking may close the gap.
5. Cigarette advertising appears to affect young people’s perceptions of the
pervasiveness, image, and function of smoking. Since misperceptions in these
areas constitute psychological risk factors for the initiation of smoking,
cigarette advertising appears to increase young people’s risk of smoking.(p.195)
A longitudinal study of teenagers in the Journal of the American Medical Association
showed that tobacco industry promotional activities influenced previously nonsusceptible non-smokers to become susceptible to or experiment with smoking.[68]
An environment filled with tobacco advertising establishes the environment ready for smoking.
As this 1996 survey among 11 to 12 year olds concluded:

Cigarette advertising appears to increase children’s awareness of smoking at a
generic level and encourages them to take up the behaviour, beginning with any
cigarettes which are available and affordable.[69]

Even the youngest children register advertising around them even though it is clearly not
‘targeted’ directly at them as in this study of brand logo recognition among 3 to 6 year old
children concluded:

Very young children see, understand and remember advertising. Given the serious
health consequences of smoking, the exposure to environmental tobacco advertising
may represent an important health risk and should be studied further.[70]

Tobacco sponsorship by the Wills brand (BAT and India Tobacco Company) of the Indian cricket
team was found to influence smoking rates and create false perceptions about smoking in Indian
school children age 13 to 16 years: [71]

Despite a high level of knowledge about adverse effects of tobacco, cricket
sponsorship increased children’s likelihood of experimenting with tobacco by creating
false associations between smoking and sport. Many of the children believed that
cricketers smoked.

The idea that advertising aimed at older young people could somehow be of no relevance to
younger teenagers was addressed in a study of children between ages 6 and 16 year olds.[72]

It seems that some 12 year olds and most 14 and 16 year olds perceive cigarette
advertisements much in the same way that young adults do; therefore advertising
campaigns targeted at older teenagers and young adults are likely to present qualities
which younger teenagers find attractive.

The Food and Drug Administration of the United States analysed the available evidence in 1996
in support of its Tobacco Rule, and concluded:[73]

[The review of evidence] demonstrates that cigarette and smokeless tobacco
advertising plays a material role in the decision of children and adolescents under the
age of 18 to engage in tobacco use behavior. It therefore establishes that the harm
from this advertising is real.

A longer extract of the FDA’s evidence is presented at Appendix 2: FDA conclusions on
advertising influences on youth.

The UK House of Commons Health Select Committee summarises the approach that the tobacco
companies have adopted with barely disguised contempt:

‘Our review of the copious evidence from the advertising agencies, which includes
substantial quantities of market research, leads us to conclude that the advertising
agencies have connived in promoting tobacco consumption, have shamelessly
exploited smoking as an aspirational pursuit in ways which inevitably make it
attractive to children, and have attempted to use their creative talents to undermine
Government policy and evade regulation. We welcome the Government’s
commitment to end all forms of tobacco advertising and sponsorship.’
[Health Committee, 2000] [74]

4.4.2

Tobacco advertising and consumption

Cigarettes are amongst the most ‘brand loyal’ products available to consumers and although
marketing has the potential to switch brand preferences (as the tobacco companies argue is its
sole purpose), it also stimulates demand and affects the overall climate in which teenagers
decide whether or not to smoke.

Research studies have analysed:
•
•
•

fluctuations in tobacco expenditure with changes in smoking prevalence[75] [76] [77]
differences in smoking prevalence in countries with varying levels of advertising controls [78]

[79]

the impact of advertising bans [80] [81]

The Economics & Operational Research Division (EORD) of the UK Department of Health
undertook a review of these and other studies. This became known as the ‘Smee report’ after its
lead author Dr. Clive Smee. It concluded that advertising encourages consumption as well as
brand switching among current smokers, and may assist in recruiting young people to the habit 81
After reviewing 212 'time series' correlating advertising spend with total tobacco consumption and
the impact of advertising bans, Smee concluded:

"The balance of evidence thus supports the conclusion that advertising does have a
positive effect on consumption."
[…]
"In each case the banning of advertising was followed by a fall in smoking on a scale
which cannot be reasonably attributed to other factors."
Another study of studies [meta-analysis] concluded in 1991: [82]

A comprehensive meta-analysis of econometric findings from time series research
found a positive association between advertising expenditure and cigarette
consumption. The study showed that, on average, a 10% increase in advertising
expenditure would lead to a 0.6% increase in consumption.
More recently, having reviewed evidence from public health experts and from the tobacco
companies’ advertising agencies, the UK House of Commons Health Committee concluded:

‘The argument they [most of the tobacco companies] have repeatedly advanced is that
tobacco advertising does not increase consumption; it merely persuades smokers to
switch brands. However, looking through the documents that the agencies themselves
produced, this view is completely discredited.’ [83]

4.4.3

Voluntary agreements and why they have failed

Both BAT and Philip Morris favour voluntary agreements rather than legislation. A 1995 memo
from Philip Morris Australia helps explains why,

“[W]e recommend the adoption of only those aspects of the AAA [Action Against
Access] program that involve voluntary unilateral action on the part of PMI. We do not
recommend adopting elements that call for specific legislative amendments. Given the
hostile Australian environment, there is a risk that we could lose control over the
progress and content of any tobacco control legislation we propose.”[84]

The legal situation regarding tobacco advertising differs internationally: the EU is moving towards
an outright ban, and the US tobacco companies have subscribed to partial restrictions on tobacco
promotion agreed in the Multi-State Master Settlement Agreement.

In the UK, the voluntary code governing tobacco marketing, for which BAT recommends a
comprehensive review, is soon to be superseded by stricter regulations. This sort of agreement is
heavily criticized in the new House of Commons Health Select Committee report, which says that
‘… voluntary agreements have served the industry well and the public badly.[85]

The important conclusion drawn by the Committee was that tobacco regulation ought to be
brought under a regulatory agency so that there is the capacity to adjust regulation to changing
circumstances (and counter-measures by the tobacco industry).

Tobacco industry documents show the extraordinary lengths the tobacco industry has gone to
integrate its youth programmes into its overall efforts to influence legislation. A Philip Morris
Corporate Affairs Plan from 1992 calls for “designing voluntary initiatives to blunt the companywide “youth” problem...with respect to tobacco.” Part of the strategy called for the establishment
of “a company-wide ‘working group’ on advertising/marketing issues, similar to the Solid Waste
Task Force, to focus on ‘youth’ and ‘minority/women’ issues.” What is particularly notable about
the plan is the company’s obvious effort to ingratiate itself among members of the U.S. Congress.
In addition to its call to “Systematically brief all key members of Congress ands state legislators
on our tobacco youth initiatives” the company also calls on staff to “Work with the operating
companies’ communications departments to target advertising on our youth initiative to key
legislative states and districts.”[86]

The tobacco industry, however, does not want any more legal restrictions on cigarette marketing.
It hopes that by presenting itself as a responsible corporate citizen - the unfairly-maligned victim
of a culture of censorship it can reverse public hostility towards it.

The World Bank’s analysis gives a good conclusion to this section: advertising causes tobacco
consumption to increase and partial advertising bans are ineffective.[87]

“Policymakers who are interested in controlling tobacco need to know whether
cigarette advertising and promotion affect consumption. The answer is that they
almost certainly do, although the data are not straightforward. The key conclusion is
that bans on advertising and promotion prove effective, but only if they are
comprehensive, covering all media and all uses of brand names and logos."

4.4.4

What would “responsible marketing” really mean?

The tobacco and health lobbies offer quite different definitions of ‘responsible marketing’. Health
campaigners say that there is no such thing as truly responsible tobacco marketing and seek an
outright ban on all forms of tobacco advertising and sponsorship including promotion and
sponsorship of tobacco brands associated with non-tobacco products. It is impossible to advertise
tobacco products without exposing children to tobacco advertising. No shift in the culture of
tobacco use will occur if adult smoking is promoted and sustained by tobacco advertising. Brown
and Williamson says that it is doing everything possible to market its products responsibly, but its
hands are tied. Corky Newton explains:

‘For us to take our products unilaterally and put them behind the counter, take our
advertising and do away with it, that would put us at a tremendous disadvantage. But if
we were to try to get the other companies to go along with the same idea, that would
actually open up antitrust issues and we could be sued by the retailers for cutting into
their opportunity to market cigarettes.’ [88]

4.5

Conclusion

It follows from the preceding analysis that the imperative must be to achieve a ban on tobacco
advertising that is as close to complete as possible. In contrast, the basic approach of the
tobacco industry is to assert its unfettered right to market its product to all but a specific group children. There are three serious objections to this approach:

1.

It is completely impractical to define and prevent advertising that appeals to adults but not to
teenagers and children in practice there is no such thing. Society does not operate with the
barriers necessary to make such ideas plausible, and young people are susceptible to
advertising from a very early age even if it is not targeted directly at them.

2.

Even if it were possible to solve the problems of (1) above, targeting would not work in the
case of tobacco. Advertising notionally aimed at ‘young adults’ over 18 has strong appeal to
younger teenagers and children because the nature of the smoking is aspirational a
forbidden fruit and something with which to build an adult identity. Tobacco advertisers do
not reach children by being childish, they do it by being adult.

3.

Even if it were possible to solve the problems of (1) and (2) above there is still every reason
to ban tobacco advertising that also reaches adults. Many adults go through great strain to
break their addiction to nicotine and a barrage of tobacco signifiers and cues makes their
problem greater. Adults also inflict harm on others (especially their children) through
exposure to ETS and tobacco toxins in utero.

The latter point is particularly important the focus on youth is primarily a means of framing the
debate around what is and is not successful at protecting children. In fact, the public health
objectives apply equally to adults and adult smoking cessation is an important driver of youth
smoking prevention.

5

Tobacco industry proposal: only adults should smoke

In discussing youth smoking programmes, it is important to distinguish between
‘objectives’ and ‘messages’. While we may agree with the objective that teenagers
should not smoke, it does not follow that this is a suitable message to deliver to teenagers
to try to bring it about.
5.1

Tobacco industry approach

The second prong of the tobacco industry approach to youth smoking is to organise campaigns to
promote the idea among teenagers that smoking is for adults. The industry organises its own
campaigns and argues that public health efforts should either be directed towards propagating
this message or directed away from tobacco altogether. This offers an excellent public relations
stance and is fundamental to securing what the industry perceives to be its right to advertise at
will to adults. This proposal, like the proposal for responsible marketing, has the additional virtue
of being unlikely to work and increasing the appeal of smoking to teenagers.

5.1.1

British American Tobacco

BAT’s 20 ideas contain the following:
“Ensure that only adults smoke…

•

set up a summit meeting amongst Government, public health groups,
educationalists, tobacco companies and retailers, to develop a UK action
plan on under age smoking

Understanding why young people under age start smoking…

•
•

•

5.1.2

fund independent research into teenage behaviour, including decisions to
smoke
set up a teenage action group, where teenagers themselves can develop
messages to their peers on how to deal with adult products such as
cigarettes
mobilise teachers, parents, Government and public health bodies in an
integrated communications campaign with effective messages”

Philip Morris

The extract below is from the Philip Morris web site:
•

We want to do our part to address the issue of youth smoking
wherever we do business. Cigarettes are our products, and they are
meant only for adults who choose to smoke. We do not want children
to smoke; youth smoking is a serious problem and we want to be part
of the solution. Ours is much more than a philosophical commitment we back it up every day with actions and programs in over 50
countries, which are designed to help prevent children from buying

•

•

•

5.2

cigarettes; to help them not to smoke; to help them understand that
smoking is not "cool"; and to help them realize that they should not
define themselves by smoking. We also want to encourage parents,
siblings, friends and teachers to play an active role in preventing kids
from smoking. To learn more about what we're doing in this area:
We recognize that there is skepticism by some about our sincerity
and commitment to youth smoking prevention. We accept that, and
ask only that the public give us a chance, and judge us by our actions.
In addition to being the right thing to do, youth smoking prevention
makes good business sense. It is important to our employees,
shareholders and adult consumers. We want to work with those who
share our goal of reducing youth smoking. If collaborative efforts to
solve this problem are successful, and this leads to a smaller adult
consumer base in the future, we say "so be it". The decision to smoke
should be made only by adults.
Reducing youth smoking will require the efforts of many people parents, educators, retailers, regulators, other companies like ours
and, ultimately, kids themselves. This is a complex problem which
requires a comprehensive approach. There are no "silver bullet"
solutions, and there is much work to do.
Critique of the tobacco industry’s approach

The measures proposed by the tobacco companies are feeble and would not survive any tests of
evidence or evaluation. They are considered below.

5.2.1

A summit and more research to create an action plan

Summits, research and action plans already exist and have substantially benefited from no
involvement of tobacco companies. When the UK Labour government came into office in 1997 it
convened an extensive group of experts to advise on its tobacco policy. The result was a White
Paper, ‘Smoking Kills’ which is an action plan and highly rated among the health community.
However, it includes a range of measures that BAT has consistently opposed such as a total ban
on tobacco advertising and high taxation. Furthermore there is continuous research and creative
activity by those engaged in planning and executing campaigns. This activity renders redundant
the BAT suggestion of a summit meeting. The existing research base is ignored or disputed by
the companies so there no need to involve them in more research.

5.2.2

Teachers, parents and other boring authority figures

Both BAT and Philip Morris see the involvement of parent, teachers etc. as an important
ingredient. The ‘stakeholders’ listed by BAT and Philip Morris parents, teachers, health officials are representatives of middle-aged adult authority and most likely to inspire rebellion or contempt
and tarnish the health message. As British teenagers age 12-13 said in focus group research:

‘[The teacher] comes in and talks about drugs…You shouldn’t smoke, you shouldn’t
drink alcohol [mocking tone]. He says if we catch you we’ll pick you up, take you to
your parents and tell them that we’ve been smoking. “Oh my God, smack our wrist and
ground us for about 500 years”.’ [Boys age 13-14, smokers, Southampton, UK]

‘They’re hypocritical, you know which teachers smoke, we all know which teachers
smoke yet they say to us, “Don’t smoke, it’s disgusting”. Stinking of fags. It’s just
listening to their opinion really. People can’t tell you not to smoke if they smoke
themselves.’ [Girls age 14-15, smokers, Birmingham UK]

Conspicuous by its absence is any mention of the participation of aspirational role models such
as racing drivers, actors, pop stars, sports people, TV personalities etc. Perhaps Philip Morris
would offer the services of Marlboro Ferrari driver, Michael Schumacher to deliver the message to
kids that smoking is uncool rather than leave it up to their teachers and health professionals?
Maybe BAT would loan British American Racing driver, Jacques Villeneuve to do the same. We
suspect that these individuals are too busy promoting smoking to be distracted into assisting with
anti-smoking campaigns. The companies’ position on ‘stakeholders’ is one of rank hypocrisy.

5.2.3

Teenage action groups

There is certainly some merit in engaging teenagers as BAT suggests and this in fact has been
done successfully in Florida with the Truth Campaign. ASH has commissioned focus group
research among teenagers to test the ideas advanced by BAT and the results, presented
elsewhere in this document, show that everything proposed by BAT either would not work or
would be likely to work against reduced teenage smoking. So this is one BAT idea that has
already progressed, but without BAT’s involvement, which is unnecessary and unwanted.

5.2.4

Youth initiatives proposed by tobacco companies

BAT and Philip Morris make much of their initiatives on youth smoking which primarily aim to
prevent illegal sales by working with retailers or reminding kids of the law. There is little
evidence that these work or have any research to justify them see next section Tobacco industry
proposal: preventing under age access.

5.2.5

Business benefits to tobacco industry

Philip Morris suggests that there are business benefits of focussing on youth smoking.
There are undoubtedly benefits, but these are largely public relations see Why Big
Tobacco’s defence is so clever above and the avoidance of unwanted regulation. As
stated, the value to tobacco companies is that it gives employees and smokers a reason to
feel good (or less bad) about the industry they are involved with. The business benefits
also arise because the ideas suggested or implemented by the companies are unlikely to
work, and there is a commercial pressure to ensure that kids take up smoking. Philip
Morris accepts that if its actions lead to less adult smoking then “so be it” but if PM
achieved agreement to its proposals it would have little to worry about.

5.3

Evidence: public health research

To present cigarette smoking as ‘exclusively adult’ enhances its allure to young people
undergoing the difficult transitional processes of adolescence and trying to assert their identity
and individuality, and their ability to make decisions as individuals. Critics therefore suggest that
assertions such as BAT’s amount to no more than covert youth tobacco marketing strategies.

For example, in the 1980s, the Tobacco Institute ran a programme in the U.S. called ‘Helping
Youth Say No’, which was found to potentially encourage youth smoking by suggesting that
smoking is for adults.[89] Interestingly, the tobacco companies’ youth prevention campaigns fail to
mention that smoking causes cancer or that tobacco use is addictive. Referring to an industryfunded youth campaign in Poland, a 1994 Philip Morris briefing points out that:

“The campaign should not seek to make any claims about smoking and health related
issues.”[90]

A more recent Philip Morris-sponsored youth anti-smoking campaign in Eastern Europe bears the
slogan ‘Youth Should Wait’. This raises the question: wait for what? Wait with baited breath? Wait
with desperate anticipation for their eighteenth birthdays, and then start to smoke? Cigarettes
seen in this light become ‘forbidden fruit’, illicit and alluring.[91] In the Ukraine, Philip Morris
distributed posters some of which had the tagline, “Smoking? Is it really interesting?”[92]
Interesting indeed.

In May 2000, a US public health expert, Dr. Michael Siegel, testified that industry-sponsored
youth anti-smoking campaigns are ‘actually recruitment pitches for new customers’:

‘Siegel derided Philip Morris’ $74 million youth anti-smoking program, compared with
an overall industry advertising and promotion budget of $6 billion a year. “In reality, I
don’t think this company is spending a penny in a true effort to get youth to stop
smoking,” Siegel said. “It’s either ineffective or it’s actually going to make smoking
more appealing to youth.”’ [93]

Tobacco Institute Vice President Franklin Dryden may have put it best when he said
“It seems to me our objective is…a ‘ media event’ which in itself promises a lot but
produces little.”[94]
These memos demonstrate that the motivation behind these programmes is not to reduce
tobacco use among young people, but rather to gain the industry positive publicity and create the
appearance of action. It is therefore not surprising that there is scarce evidence showing the
effectiveness of any of the industry’s programmes.

5.3.1

The developmental role of smoking

BAT offers to fund independent research into the reasons for youth smoking. However, a huge
research base already exists and has been ignored by BAT and Philip Morris in formulating their

programmes. This research has for a long time established that adolescence is a key period in a
person’s development it is the time when he or she may rebel against authority, in the process of
trying to determine who he or she is as an individual. Experimentation with tobacco is, then,
understandable and behaviourally expected if the product is seen to be associated with
adulthood. As Cheryl Perry, expert witness for the State of Minnesota in an important tobacco
trial in 1998, explains, cigarettes have been shown to fulfil quite an important developmental role:

‘[A]dolescence is probably the only developmental stage during which smoking
could be viewed as “functional”. Smoking can be seen by adolescents as serving
key developmental tasks, such as establishing autonomy, independence, intimacy
and identity…’ [95]
The great problem of teenage smoking is not the immediate health impact of smoking,
but the very rapid consolidation of tobacco dependence, which can be established in its
early stages within a few weeks of light smoking.[96]
The tobacco manufacturing industry is well aware of this and recognises that teenage
rebellion followed by addiction is a very common way in to life-long smoking:
‘A cigarette for the beginner is a symbolic act. I am no longer my mother's child,
I'm tough, I am an adventurer, I'm not square … As the force from the
psychological symbolism subsides, the pharmacological effect takes over to sustain
the habit.’ [97]

5.3.2

Teenage action groups

Peer-led/peer-designed interventions can form a key component of any comprehensive antismoking campaign youth audiences respond differently to information coming from their peers
than from adults.[98] A high-profile current example is the Florida SWAT (Students Working
Against Tobacco) group, which has achieved some impressive results with its TRUTH counteradvertising campaign. SWAT mobilises young people in Florida to demand that the tobacco
industry tells them the truth about its products and activities, and school-based surveys in the
state indicate significant declines in teen smoking prevalence between 1998 and 2000. Tobacco
manufacturers may pay lip-service to campaigns like this, but ostensible industry support for
these initiatives does not equate with substantial changes in policy and practice. This is what
Corky Newton said at a meeting about responsible marketing with SWAT representatives in 1999:

‘We really believe that the key to this is not so much like taking the products off the
shelves or taking posters down from retail stores, but a lot more of it is the sort of

thing that organizations such as this one [SWAT] are doing by building up the
conviction in kids that smoking is not the right thing to do in the first place.’
However, one of the most prominent qualities of the Truth campaign was its bold and provocative
stance and its fearlessness in holding the tobacco industry to account. The tobacco companies
have attacked public health initiatives in which they have been criticised and teenagers have
become aware of and more sceptical about the industry behind the familiar brands.

A 1998 evaluation of anti-smoking advertising campaign message in California and
Massachusetts concluded:

Focus group participants indicated that [tobacco] industry manipulation and
secondhand smoke are the most effective strategies for denormalizing smoking and
reducing cigarette consumption. Addiction and cessation can be effective when used
in conjunction with industry manipulation and second hand smoke strategies. Youth
access, short-term effects, long-term health effects, and romantic rejection are not
effective strategies. More aggressive advertising strategies appear to be more
effective at reducing tobacco consumption.[99]

5.3.3

Focus group testing and involvement in anti-tobacco campaigns

ASH in London commissioned focus group testing of young people's attitudes towards efforts to
reduce smoking9. The young people who participated in the qualitative discussion groups in June
2000 had a variety of views on what would make an effective anti-smoking campaign[*]. They
were open to the idea of being involved in developing anti-smoking messages and were generally
quite cynical about current smoking education practice in the UK:

‘That would be good because they’d know themselves what’s going to appeal to them
and people of their age.’ [Year 8 girls, non-smokers, Newcastle]

‘Treat us as members of society…We are people, we’re individuals, we have
feelings…Most adults haven’t got a clue, they’ve got to stop looking down their noses
at us and start saying, “hang on a minute, some of these kids are right.”’ [Year 10 boys,
non-smokers, Southampton]

5.3.4

Defying authority

The difficult task of communicating successfully to young smokers poses a huge
challenge, and the generally poor outcomes of most youth smoking prevention efforts
indicates that they are often doomed by virtue of the fact that they emanate from adults.

‘Telling teenagers about the health risks of smoking It will make you wrinkled! It will
make you impotent! It will make you dead! - is useless. This is adult propaganda;
these are adult arguments. It is because adults don’t approve of smoking because
there is something dangerous and disreputable about it that teenagers want to do it.’
[100]

Teen smokers also often indulge in other risky behaviours personality analyses of youngsters
who regularly use cigarettes show that they tend to be more rebellious people.[101] The young
smokers who participated in recent qualitative group discussions in England seemed to fit this
pattern, and to enjoy the image:

Participant 1: We’re just the rude boys…
Participant 2: We’re the rebels!
Participant 3: We don’t care!
[12-13 year old boys, smokers, Southampton]

The thrill of defying authority and of evading detection may also be part of the motivation behind
smoking, as a focus group participant explained:

‘They [smokers] have a lookout and as soon as they see a teacher, within seconds all
the kids there are gone. It’s a laugh, if you’re down there and a teacher comes it’s like,
yeah man, we beat the teachers. That’s one of the reasons they do it the smoking for a
start and that they’re actually smoking on school property…it’s the adrenalin.’ [13-14
year old boys, non-smokers, Southampton]

‘They get a major buzz out of “I shouldn’t be having these”.’ [13-14 year old boys, nonsmokers, Southampton]

Any youth smoking prevention campaign risks failure if it does not consider the adolescent
tendency to react negatively to advice from parents and figures of authority. This is very well
documented, including of course - by the tobacco industry. For example, a 1991 Tobacco
Institute memo describes the problem of ‘parental inability to offset peer pressure.’ [102] (Despite
this awareness, tobacco industry-funded initiatives tend to rely on the role of parents, teachers
and vendors to influence the actions of young people.)

5.3.5

Ineffective youth smoking prevention efforts preferred

The research base shows that youth campaigns in isolation generally do not work, and
comprehensive campaigns embracing adult smoking and the entire smoking culture in
society have the best chance of success with young people although success cannot be
guaranteed.[103]
Time after time, industry-sponsored youth anti-smoking education programmes have
failed to achieve meaningful positive outcomes. These programmes have a wellestablished tendency to be less effective than independent ones. A recent Philip Morris

school-based programme called ‘I’ve Got the Power’ has been evaluated by users in New
Zealand and found to be an incomplete learning resource, with no background
information about the damaging health impacts or addictiveness of cigarettes.[104]
And in a 1996 US study in which young people compared a youth anti-smoking
programme from the American Lung Association with one from the Tobacco Institute,
the TI programme was found to be significantly less useful in almost all respects.[105] As
the US Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids puts it:
‘a hallmark of all industry-designed efforts is the absence of the most effective tools
for combating youth tobacco use.’ [106]
A recent study found that Philip Morris’ new anti-youth-smoking ads were less effective
than those already being used in California, Massachusetts, Arizona and Florida in their
statewide tobacco prevention programs. [107] More specifically, the study found that:
Ads that graphically, dramatically, and emotionally portray the serious negative
consequences of smoking were consistently rated highest by respondents in terms of
making them “stop and think about not using tobacco.”
But the Philip Morris ads said little or nothing about negative health consequences from
smoking.
Ads that focused on the “choice” theme (i.e., be yourself, you can choose whether to
smoke), such as those run by Philip Morris, were consistently rated lowest. If Philip
Morris really wanted to reduce youth smoking, it is clear that the company could spend
the millions of dollars it has allocated to anti-youth-smoking efforts more effectively. But
that is not surprising given Philip Morris’ history of marketing to kids and ineffectual
“anti-youth-smoking” initiatives.
5.3.6

“Innocence by association”

The tobacco industry knows that it can enlist others to its superficially attractive ideas
about youth smoking and that this can assist with the rehabilitation and broader
propagation of its strategy.
Both in the US and internationally, these partner organisations include government health
departments, universities and community groups. Last year in the US, Philip Morris, together with
Brown and Williamson, granted $4.5 million to the West Virginia Department of Education. Philip
Morris also donated a further $4.3 million to the National 4-H Council, a long-established and
highly-esteemed youth development organisation. Campaigners argue that these are important
examples of the tobacco companies buying ‘innocence by association’ with reputable
organisations. Unfortunately for the organisations, their reputations are damaged by the liaisons
with Big Tobacco. They face protest and conflict from an array of objectors and stakeholders who
feel that they are sanctioning the tobacco industry’s claim that it represents a solution to the
problem of youth smoking.

BAT boasts of its international work on youth tobacco access prevention. In its 1998 brochure, it
describes a project it funds called ‘I Made My Choice’ in Uzbekistan with an impressive list of
partner organizations: ‘BAT Uzbekistan, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Public Education,
Khokimiyats (city administrations),Uzbeksavdo (trade association); Community
representatives (Kamolot Youth organization, Soglom Avlod Uchun For Healthy
Generation Fund, Medicine association, Ecosan International Ecology Fund, Committee
of Women, Makhalla Local Community Fund).[108]

Similarly, in a supplement to the UK-based New Statesman magazine it sponsored in
January 2000, Philip Morris describes its 57 youth access prevention programmes around
the world, in countries from Argentina to Turkey and from Azerbaijan to Singapore’.[109]
BAT is also now funding youth anti-smoking work for the Kenya Medical Association.
Developing countries like Kenya are particularly vulnerable to approaches from the
wealthy tobacco manufacturers whose ostensibly generous offers of project funding
promise to boost ailing government finances. Many national ministries of health and
education are desperately under-funded and simply do not have the resources to offer
smoking education of any sort.

5.4

Tobacco industry youth programmes in the United States

In response to intense political pressure and in an effort to avoid government regulation,
the tobacco industry in the United States has repeatedly offered voluntary restrictions and
programmes ostensibly designed to reduce tobacco use:
-- In 1964, in response to growing public knowledge of the dangers of smoking, the
industry adopted an Advertising Code that prohibited advertising that suggests smoking is
essential to “social prominence, distinction, or sexual attraction.” From the rugged
Marlboro Cowboy to the fun-loving Newport Couple, this code has been regularly
violated for over three decades.
-- In the 1980s, the Tobacco Institute, in response to Congressional interest in restrictions
on tobacco ads and the problem of youth smoking, launched several programmes,
including “Helping Youth Decide” and “Helping Youth Say No.” These programmes
emphasised decision-making for kids rather than warning them of the health dangers of
tobacco. A study in the Journal of Family Practice found that the “Helping Youth Say
No” programme could actually encourage youth smoking by its suggestion that tobacco
use is an adult activity.[110]
In 1990, the tobacco industry launched a new programme called “It's the Law,” again in
response to Congressional interest in reducing tobacco use among youth. “It's the Law”
shifted focus from youth decision-making to providing retailers with educational
materials about not selling to kids. Beyond sending decals and signage to retail stores,
this programme was never effectively implemented. A 1992 study in the American
Journal of Public Health found that compliance with the programme was extremely low.

In the later 1990s, to combat growing Congressional interest in the behaviour of the
tobacco industry, Philip Morris and its allies launched several additional programmes,
including “We Card” and “Action Against Access.” Like previous programmes, these
were half-efforts at best, a point illustrated in an audit of “Action Against Access” by
former U.S. Senator Warren Rudman, who found that retailers did not take the
programme seriously and that it was not implemented completely. In fact, a survey of
those retailers involved in the programme found that two-thirds did not think Philip
Morris was really committed to preventing sales to minors.
5.5

Conclusion

•

The tobacco industry favours campaigns that emphasise that smoking is for adults only. For
the tobacco industry, the purpose is to fend off broad restrictions or bans on tobacco
promotion by focussing only on underage smoking.

•

Any campaign focusing on 'ensuring only adults smoke' is likely to stimulate teenage
smoking because teenage smoking is driven by the aspiration to enter an adult world.

•

Tobacco industry youth programmes, often generously funded, threaten to capture the public
health agenda in some countries and regions and divert tobacco control efforts into worthless
and ineffective activity.

•

Despite tobacco industry calls for more research, there already is a substantial research
base on teenage smoking and it has been comprehensively ignored by the tobacco industry.

•

Much is known about why young people smoke and several causal factors have been
identified. Campaigns aimed at reducing teenage smoking have had mixed results, with
comprehensive community wide campaigns aimed at all target groups in society showing the
most promise.

•

Scarce funds available to reduce the burden of smoking on society should not be directed
exclusively at youth programmes. It is essential that funds are directed towards broad
strategies, including youth and adults, aimed at reducing the overall burden of tobacco on
society.

6

Tobacco industry proposal: preventing under age access

6.1

Tobacco industry approach

The third prong of the tobacco industry approach to youth smoking is to advocate the denial of
access to cigarettes. This generally involves holding retailers responsible in law for not selling to
persons under a designated age and supporting ‘enforcement’ measures like proof of age cards.
Underpinning the emphasis on youth access is a shift of responsibility to others retailers and kids
themselves and a distraction from the companies’ own role in building the demand.

6.1.1

British American Tobacco

BAT’s proposals are as follows:
“Preventing under age access to tobacco products…
•

raise the legal age for tobacco purchase in the UK from 16 to 18

•

involve retailers in developing a tighter and more effective enforcement regime to
prevent under-age sales

•

provide more support through schools and retail outlets for the CitizenCard

‘Youth access’ programmes dominate BAT’s initiatives. A 1998 BAT brochure gives descriptions
of 22 BAT-sponsored projects in 19 countries. All but six of these initiatives are aimed at
retailers.[111]

6.1.2

Philip Morris

Three of Philip Morris’s five specific ideas relate to youth access:
•

Support minimum age laws in every country

•

Support youth access programs everywhere

•

Place the message "Underage Sale Prohibited", or equivalent on every package
where legally feasible

We currently participate in 57 youth access prevention programs in countries ranging
from Argentina to Turkey and from Azerbaijan to Singapore. These programs are
designed to communicate to our customers and trade partners that we do not want
cigarettes sold to minors. Retailers in turn can use the information in their efforts to
limit access to cigarettes by underage consumers.[112]

6.2

Critique of the tobacco industry approach

Tobacco manufacturers spend considerable sums of money on under-age sales restriction
initiatives, and give this a high profile in their publicity. Overall, the type of measures suggested
by the tobacco industry (stickers, information, exhortation etc.) are unlikely to make much
difference to illegal sales in the absence of enforcement and the deterrence of meaningful

penalties. Even effective enforcement of youth access restrictions is likely to have only a minimal
impact on smoking rates among teenagers.

6.2.1

Support for minimum age laws

There is logic in placing cigarettes on a similar footing to alcohol at least in terms of the
message delivered about societal concern. The main objection to this measure is that it has no
convincing evidence to support it as a means of reducing tobacco consumption among youth.
Simply because the law decrees that people under a given age should be unable to purchase
tobacco does not ensure this happens. Teenagers have numerous strategies for overcoming age
restrictions and even where retailers strictly comply, teenagers will be able to obtain tobacco. The
focus group evidence below suggests that the age barrier is both easily overcome and may even
add to the allure of smoking by enhancing its definition as an ‘adult’ product.

6.2.2

ID cards

Devices that notionally assist compliance, such as ID-cards, in fact further strengthen the adult
definition of the product to which access is denied. Good forgeries are easy to obtain, and these
may serve to indemnify retailers who sell to teenagers by offering a defence that ID was
checked.
ID-cards codify the process of growing up into one of progressively increasing access to
proscribed products and services. Obtaining fake ID is an effective short cut into forbidden adult
pleasures.

6.2.3

Retailer schemes

Many of the retailer compliance or youth access schemes have messages with authoritarian
overtones. For example, the symbol of the outstretched hand of a policeman used in a BAT
campaign in China clearly attempts to place the barrier of authority between the teenager and
smoking.
Some campaigns suggest to the teenager that the main barrier to smoking is adult imposed
authority, for example the ‘’it’s the law” campaign[113] as if the law is the only reason not to smoke.

6.2.4

“Underage sales prohibited” warnings on packs

Philip Morris suggests these warnings will be added to its packs. As with all measures suggested
by the tobacco industry, no evidence is supplied to justify the effectiveness of such warnings.
The obvious conclusion of this message displayed on a pack is that the young smoker is carrying
an adult product and is either accepted as an adult or has overcome an adult-imposed barrier to
smoking.

6.3

Evidence: industry motivation

Campaigners believe that the primary motivation behind industry support for youth tobacco
access and smoking prevention programmes has not been to reduce tobacco use, but to gain
positive publicity and deflect efforts to impose legal restrictions on marketing and access, whilst
achieving minimal smoking reduction outcomes. Many internal documents demonstrate this
desire to divert legislative attention away from tobacco through youth anti-smoking campaigns
and access restrictions in particular. A 1992 Philip Morris memo observes that:

‘[if Philip Morris took] a more progressive position on tobacco, it would enable the
company to move onto a higher moral playing field, to neutralize the tobacco issue
and to focus attention on other, more appealing products.’ [114]

Then in 1995, a PM executive stated that
‘If we can frame proactive legislation or other kinds of action on the Youth Access
issue…we will be protecting our industry for decades to come.’ [115]
Shortly thereafter, Philip Morris launched its high-profile Action Against Access
initiative. Also in 1995, Ellen Merlo, Senior Vice President of Philip Morris, put it like
this:
‘If we don’t do something fast to project the sense of industry responsibility
regarding the youth access issue, we are going to be looking at severe marketing
restrictions in a very short time. Those restrictions will pave the way for equally
severe legislation or regulation on where adults are allowed to smoke.’ [116]
But the retail-side initiatives favoured by the industry have very little effect on youth
smoking rates. A 1999 World Health Organization conference concluded:
‘Compliance rates have to be very high to contribute to significant reductions in
youth smoking.’ [117]
Finally, there is evidence from the tobacco industry documents that although the industry
publicly supports a prohibition on sales to minors, it has a strategy to damage law
enforcement efforts. This includes encouraging legislation to undermine successful
prosecutions and outlawing use of compliance tests.[118]

6.4

Evidence: public health research

6.4.1

Evading access restrictions is part of the attraction

Young smokers find ways to get around tobacco access restrictions, no matter how rigorously
they are enforced.
The focus group participants in England were generally quite sceptical about the usefulness of
measures to reduce supply. The following extract is taken from the report overview:
‘Young people who wish to smoke have little difficulty in obtaining cigarettes. Most
know shops that will sell cigarettes to under 16s, and those who do experience
difficulties have developed strategies for overcoming them. Many young smokers rely
on older friends to buy cigarettes for them, or buy cigarettes at school.’

Young smokers are clever and enterprising about getting cigarettes. Restrictions are dealt
with as logistical challenges that must be overcome on principle, as well as on practical
grounds as adult-originated rules.
6.4.2

Getting around being refused access in the shop

Data from a 1998 survey by the UK Office for National Statistics shows that young
smokers have access to a wide range of sources for their cigarettes. Friends and family
are just as important as shops: 65% of smokers aged 11-15 usually get their cigarettes
from a newsagent/ tobacconist/ sweet shop, while 61% are given them by their friends
and 44% buy them from friends, family or someone else.[119]
Studies in the US show that social sources are more important than shops:
‘Adolescents obtain tobacco from social as well as commercial sources. One recent
survey found that 73.7% of 8th, 9th and 10th graders who reported having ever smoked
obtained their most recent cigarette from a friend or family member, as compared with
22.6% who obtained it from a commercial source.’ [120]

There is evidence that the law in the UK banning retailers from selling tobacco to under
16 year olds is being widely flouted. The UK parliamentary Health Select Committee
commented:
‘There is clear evidence that many youngsters have little difficulty in buying tobacco’
[121]

Focus group participants felt that most keepers of small shops were relaxed about selling
cigarettes to under-16s. As one boy explained,
‘They’re making money so they don’t care.’ [12-13 year old boys, non-smokers,
Birmingham]
It was also noted that some under-age smokers may use the threat of physical
intimidation or theft to pressurise shop staff into selling them cigarettes. This works:
aggression is a more potent threat than the fear of prosecution.
‘There’s loads of gangs that go into the shops and if they refuse to serve them they
trash the place…’ [12-13 year old boys, non-smokers, Birmingham]

In cases where shopkeepers are stricter, the very young persuade or commission older or
bigger friends or siblings to purchase cigarettes for them.
‘No matter how old you are, someone will get them for you.’ [13-14 year old girl,
smokers, Birmingham]
There is evidence that teenagers easily establish a secondary ‘playground’ market in
cigarettes in which older teenagers buy cigarettes and sell on to younger teenagers taking

a commission. Focus group participants referred to this as ‘Buyer’s rights’ - a system
whereby the purchaser takes a payment in the form of cigarettes from the pack:
‘Buyer’s Rights, you get two from twenty and one from ten…’ [Year 9 boys,
smokers. Southampton]
Another strategy for young smokers is to buy cigarettes singly at school; some
playground entrepreneurs sell cigarettes like this to fund their next packet. An ASH focus
group participant explained:
‘What I do is buy a pack of fags and then sell five, smoke five, and you’ve got another
£2…we sell them at about 40-50p each, that’s how much they pay at our school.’ [13-14
year old boys, smokers, Southampton]

Vending machines were recognised as an alternative, though more expensive, source of
cigarettes.
6.4.3

Risks of raising the age limit

While it can be argued that raising the legal age for tobacco purchase would have value in
the process of ‘de-normalising’ tobacco consumption, it is not clear what effect it would
have on under-age smoking rates. While the restraining pressure of age restrictions if
(and only if) combined with strict enforcement may delay onset of smoking and have
some small effect on prevalence, the evidence is far from conclusive. As well as possible
benefits there is a risk that it will simply enhance tobacco’s image as an ‘adult’ product.
All of the six focus groups agreed broadly that raising the legal age for cigarette purchase
would have little impact on under-age cigarette consumption though of course this does
not mean there would be no impact, but it does signal an intention to resist such
restrictions. Some of the participants felt such a move would strengthen the appeal of
smoking for young people:
‘It probably wouldn’t discourage them, it would make them more keen to try it…when
you’re told not to do something, you want to do it more. If my Mum tells me not to do
something, I go and do it!’ [14-15 year old girls, smokers, Birmingham]

‘Some of the younger people only do it because they can’t, they’re not sixteen and
they really want to go out and do it.’ [14-15 year old girls, smokers, Birmingham]

‘I think the level would stay about the same, because I think some people would
start because they weren’t allowed.’ [12-13 year old girls, smokers, Newcastle]
‘That would make people want them more…it’s the idea that you’re not supposed to
have them… “I’m not supposed to touch that, so I’m going to go and get some”’ [13-14
year old girls, non-smokers, Newcastle]

A few participants even suggested that the purchase age should be lowered rather than
raised:

‘If they were to lower the age, I think it would make a big effect, definitely…I reckon it
would be real good. If kids were allowed to do it at a young age, it wouldn’t go down
well with parents to start with, but I really think it would work.’ [14-15 year old boys, nonsmokers, Southampton]

6.4.4

Retailer compliance does not lead to reduced smoking

There is a presumption in many youth access initiatives that improved retailer compliance with
youth access laws will have a benefit to health due to reduced smoking among those that are
denied access. However, there is no robust evidence that improved compliance leads to reduced
smoking.
‘A controlled study in Massachusetts found no link between increased compliance
with legislation and prevalence of youth smoking.’ [122]
Strict enforcement of retail restrictions reduces under-age sales, but not necessarily under-age
smoking. A 1999 Cochrane review of sales restriction initiatives in the UK concluded that ‘no
[access prevention] strategy achieved complete, sustained compliance’ [123], while another study
agreed that

‘based on current evidence, reducing the ease with which under-age youth can
purchase cigarettes as a means of reducing their use of cigarettes has only limited
support.’ [124]

Evidence from meta-analyses conducted internationally shows that for a retailer initiative to stand
a chance of being effective, it must form part of a community-wide, multi-component tobacco
control programme. Tobacco industry-sponsored programmes tend to consist of leaflet and
poster campaigns without broader community organization or regular enforcement. Studies of the
Tobacco Institute’s ‘It’s the Law’ programme in Massachusetts in 1991 and 1994 showed very low
participation in the programme, with most retailers (participants as well as non-participants) quite
willing to sell cigarettes to minors.[125]
There is considerable evidence to suggest that toughening tobacco access rules without working
to change the social context of smoking is largely a waste of effort and money. Supply-side
measures tend to make little or no impact on demand or by enhancing the ‘forbidden fruit’ effect
may even increase demand.

6.4.5

ID-cards: testing the CitizenCard

Another example of an initiative favoured by the tobacco industry is the proof of age
card, for example the ‘CitizenCard’, which is sponsored by BAT. This is a new UK-based
voluntary proof-of-age scheme. Through its membership of the Tobacco Manufacturers’
Association, BAT has provided a large amount of the funding for the CitizenCard
initiative, to make cards free to 16 and 17 year olds, a move which the Government has
welcomed.[126]
Participants in the ASH focus groups were generally confident that the CitizenCard, like
a huge array of other identity cards, could be faked easily and would have little effect.

Again, the need to sidestep adult-imposed restrictions has created a market niche for false
identity in schools enterprising youngsters contact ID fakers via acquaintances,
magazines or the internet, or the computer-savvy make false cards themselves and sell
them at school:
‘You can order them off the internet go to Yahoo and enter “fake ID” and it shows you
about 100 sites.’ [13-14 year old, smokers, Southampton]

‘If you go into the back of your FHM [a ‘lad’ magazine], you can send away for an
ID…for £20 you can get the kit…makes about 3 IDs, hologrammed, laminated, the lot!
My mate at school has got one and it looks really realistic.’ [13-14 year old boys,
smokers, Southampton]

Over and above the ease of forging identity cards, focus group participants were attracted to the
prospect of having the fakes, because they felt these would make under-age purchases easier
because the retailer would look at the card and have to sell:

‘I want an ID card so I can say I’m a bit older so I can go and buy fags, instead of
having to wait for ages for people to go into the shop and get them for me.’

‘The reason I’d want an ID card is so I can go in there and say, “20 Sovereign please”
“Got any ID?” “Suck on that” and get my fags.’ [13-14 year old boys, smokers,
Southampton]

The card removes the responsibility of the retailer to judge the age of the teenager. As a
minimum it provides a defence for a retailer caught selling to under-age smokers. The very
concept of ID cards creates a system to beat, and a thrill at succeeding.

The focus group research concluded:

‘Young people anticipate that ID cards for 16 year-olds designed to restrict access to
cigarettes are likely to have a limited impact on smoking amongst the under-16s. Many
suspect that cards will not be systematically checked, and that faking ID (to a level at
which shop assistants will be satisfied) will not be difficult. Moreover, buying
cigarettes from older associates at school will enable them to circumvent the need for
ID.’

6.4.6

Young people’s awareness of the industry’s motives

Interestingly, the young people participating in the focus groups touched on some of the
concerns of health campaigners that have been discussed in this report:
Somebody at 16 may never even have thought about it [buying cigarettes], but as soon
as they get this card through, they’ll think, hey…and then basically just get hooked.’
[14-15 year old boys, non-smokers, Southampton]

And regarding tobacco industry involvement in card and age limit schemes the teenagers
see this as cynical and self-serving:
‘If you give the ID cards, the kids are going to be more inclined to get the fake ID cards
to still get the cigarettes, so they [i.e. the industry] ’re doing this to make themselves
look better but they’re still going to get the profits because the kids who are into it
don’t listen to the rules.’
‘It will make them look like they’re not such a bad thing…cigarette companies: “we’re
trying to help the situation” to make you think “it’s not so bad then, at least they’re
trying”.’ [14-15 year old boys, non-smokers, Southampton]

6.4.7

Tobacco industry avoids the measures that work

If BAT really believed that raising the legal age for tobacco purchase or issuing ID cards made
any difference to youth smoking prevalence, it is unlikely that they would be campaigning for
these measures. The companies campaign vigorously against increases in tobacco taxation,
despite the growing body of evidence that young smokers may be deterred by rising prices. A
1982 RJ Reynolds memo noted that a model by the National Bureau of Economic Research
showed that
‘Teenagers and younger adult males are highly price sensitive.’[127]

It is well established that adult smoking patterns are responsive to cigarette cost. Teen attitudes
to price increases, while less well understood, apparently echo this pattern. A World Bank
document states that:

‘the most effective way to deter children from taking up smoking is to increase taxes
on tobacco. High prices prevent some children and adolescents from starting and
encourage those who already smoke to reduce their consumption.’ [128]

An extract from a 1987 Philip Morris inter-office memo shows how well the company understands
the effects of cost on smoking:

‘The 1982-83 round of price increases caused two million adults to quit smoking and
prevented 600 000 teenagers from starting to smoke. Those teenagers are now 18-23
years old, and since about 70% of 18-21 year-olds and 35% of older smokers smoke a
PM brand, this means that 700 000 of those adult quitters had been PM smokers and
420 000 of the non-starters would have been PM smokers…we were hit
disproportionately hard. We don’t need to have that happen again.’ [Emphases in
original text.][129]

Price increases are a concrete, simple, well-documented way to reduce youth smoking rates: this
is why the tobacco manufacturers will not campaign for them. Instead, examples from all over the
world show the industry pushing for ineffective legislation, and vigorously opposing effective
legislative measures such as price rises and bans on advertising and promotions.[130]

6.5

Conclusion ineffective and self-defeating

•

There is little evidence that increasing enforcement to prevent under age sales will
impact on the prevalence of youth smoking.

•

There is good evidence that young people find their way around access restrictions
including ID cards such as the CitizenCard.

•

For many teenagers the defeat of adult-imposed restrictions is regarded as an
important matter of principle to which substantial effort and ingenuity is devoted.

•

There is also a concern that all such measures to restrict youth access including
raising the legal age to 18 enhance the appeal of cigarettes as for adults only.

•

Focusing on the issue of access diverts attention from the tobacco industry.[131]

Appendix 1: Tobacco industry marketing restrictions
British American Tobacco: advertising principles
•

Advertising is intended for, and will be directed at, adult smokers.

•

Advertising will not be false or misleading.

•

Advertising will not make health claims about tobacco products or smoking.

•

Advertising will not depict the use of tobacco products as being important to sexual
success.

•

Any person appearing in advertising will not be younger, nor appear to be younger,
than 25 years of age.

•

Where television and/or radio advertising is permitted, it will only be broadcast in
those hours when the programming is primarily directed at adults.

•

Print advertising will not be placed in publications primarily directed at people under
adult age.

•

Cinema advertising will not be shown during films directed primarily at people under
adult age or at times when the audience is likely to comprise of people under adult
age.

•

No payment shall be made for the placement of advertising or tobacco product in any
film produced for viewing by the general public.

•

Advertising will not be displayed on billboards directed at, or in close physical
proximity to, schools or other facilities used mainly by people under adult age.

•

Direct marketing, market research and sampling of tobacco products will only be
carried out with, or in relation to, adult smokers.

•

Promotional items and premiums bearing tobacco trademarks will only be directed at
adults.

Philip Morris International: cigarette marketing code
Statement of Purpose
Philip Morris International is committed to marketing its cigarettes responsibly. Philip Morris does
not market its cigarettes to minors. It firmly believes that cigarettes should be consumed only by
adult smokers. Accordingly, all advertising and promotions should be directed towards adult
smokers, and not towards minors.
The Philip Morris policies in this area are set forth in this Philip Morris International Cigarette
Marketing Code which is implemented through management programs and review, including the
following:
• Orientation meetings with new employees as well as training seminars at
•

•
•

regional and national meetings of personnel with marketing responsibility.
Review by counsel of all advertising campaigns and marketing programs
to ensure compliance with the Code as well as applicable laws and
regulations.
Pursuit of legal sanctions against those who pirate our names and logos
by placing them on items available or appealing to minors.
Imposition of appropriate disciplinary action, including termination when
appropriate, upon any employee who violates this Code.

The Code
We shall adhere to the following rules when advertising or promoting our cigarettes:
1. No advertising shall appear in media which are directed principally towards minors. Outdoor
advertising shall not be placed on signs or billboards located in close proximity to schools or other
facilities, such as playgrounds, which are frequented particularly by minors. In advertising which
runs in movie theaters, the accompanying feature presentation should be one directed towards
an adult audience. Where cigarette advertising is permitted on television, it should only appear
during the later evening hours.
2. No promotional activity shall be directed towards minors. Our brand names and logos shall not
appear on items, such as sports equipment, toys or dolls, which are marketed to minors. Our
brand names and logos shall not appear on miniature replicas of racing vehicles which are
offered to the public or in video games which are likely to be played by minors. Where the
Company sponsors entertainment, neither the entertainer, nor the entertainment itself, shall be of
particular appeal to minors.
3. The Company will not distribute or sell or offer as a premium T-shirts, caps, sweatshirts, visors,
backpacks, or other items with the name or logo of our cigarette brands displayed so as to be
visible to others when worn or used. Where clothing items are offered as a premium or for sale,
they shall be in adult sizes only. This paragraph shall not be interpreted so as to prevent the
appearance of cigarette brand names or logos on smoking related items such as cigarette lighters
or ashtrays.
4. In any cigarette brand sponsorships of music events, access shall be restricted to adults. Our
cigarette brands shall not be identified as sponsors of music events where the music has, or is
perceived to have, a particular appeal to minors.
5. Where third parties use our brand name or logo on products which are directed towards minors
- for instance, school notebooks, kites, chocolate cigarettes and the like - the Company will
immediately request discontinuance. Where the third party refuses to comply with the request,
legal action will be taken.
6. The subject matter of our advertising shall not be such as to particularly appeal to minors.
Celebrities who particularly appeal to youth shall not be pictured or quoted in our cigarette

advertising. Models appearing in our cigarette advertising shall be - and shall appear to be - over
the age of 25.
7. The Company will not use cartoon characters in its advertisements or promotions.
8. Outdoor advertising or promotional displays for our cigarette brands shall not dominate, either
in terms of placement or quantity, the environment in which it is displayed. In particular, our
outdoor advertising shall not obscure or dominate the public's view of important landmarks or the
historic center of a city.
9. In any sales outlet to which minors have access, our in-store advertising shall be placed
carefully so as not to dominate the store environment.
10. Our advertisements should not suggest that smoking is essential to athletic or social success
or to sexual attraction.
11. While our advertising must be directed towards adult smokers, it should not convey the
impression that all persons are smokers. Where an advertisement pictures more than three
persons, no more than half of the group shall be depicted as smokers.
12. No payment, direct or indirect, shall be made for the placement of our cigarettes or cigarette
advertisements in any film produced for viewing by the general public.
13. No sample products shall be offered to minors and sampling shall only occur in venues where
access is restricted to adults. Where there is any question as to age, the sampler shall seek
verification and if there remains a question the sample shall not be offered.
14. Marketing by direct mail shall be directed only at adult smokers. Where premiums are offered
in exchange for coupons or used packages, the person requesting the premium must certify that
he or she is not a minor.

Appendix 2: FDA conclusions on advertising influences on
youth
The following extracts from the US Food and Drug Administration analysis of evidence on the
impact of tobacco advertising in support of its assertion of jurisdiction over tobacco.

U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 21 CFR Part 801 et al., Regulations Restricting the Sale and
Distribution of Cigarettes and Smokeless Tobacco to Protect Children and Adolescents; Final
Rule, Federal Register Vol. 61, No.168, August 28, 1996, pp.44488-44489, 44521, 44524, 44525,
44527, 44528-44529.

[T]he apparent focus on the possible causal role of cigarette and smokeless tobacco advertising
in young people’s initial decision to smoke or to use smokeless tobacco is overly narrow. Human
behavior cannot be modeled so simplistically. In point of fact, tobacco advertising has an effect
on young people’s tobacco use behaviour if it affects initiation, maintenance, or attempts at
quitting.
The evidence that FDA has gathered in this proceeding establishes that cigarette and smokeless
tobacco advertising does have such an effect. While not all the evidence in the record supports
this conclusion, there is more than adequate evidence, that when considered together, supports a
conclusion that advertising, with knowledge of the industry, does affect the smoking behavior and
tobacco use of people under the age of 18. This behavior includes the decision whether to start
using cigarette or smokeless tobacco, whether to continue or to increase one’s consumption,
when and where it is proper to use tobacco and whether to quit. This evidence includes:
Expert opinion - The American Psychological Association provided expert opinion, with specific
citation to numerous studies to show that tobacco advertising plays directly to the factors that are
central to children and adolescents and thus plays an important role in their decision to use
tobacco. ...
Advertising theory - Basic advertising and consumer psychology theory, statements from
advertising experts and general consumer testing show that advertising that is multi-media, that
uses color and that employs more pictures, characters or cartoons as opposed to text is more
robust and can be better processed, understood and remembered by children and adolescents,
who have less information processing ability than adults. ...
Studies and Surveys - Studies show that children are exposed to substantial and unavoidable
advertising, that exposure to tobacco advertising leads to favourable beliefs about tobacco use,
that advertising plays a role in leading young people to overestimate the prevalence of tobacco
use, and that these factors are related to young people’s tobacco initiation and use. ...
Empirical Studies - Studies conducted on sales data have shown that advertising did increase
one segment of the tobacco market (low tar cigarettes), that advertising in New Zealand had the
effect of increasing tobacco sales to young people, and that a large multi-country survey showed
that advertising tends to increase consumption of tobacco products. ...
Anecdotal Evidence and Various Advertising Campaigns Successful With Young People Studies show that the buying behavior of young people is influenced by advertising, that they
smoke the most advertised brands, that children ages 3 to 6 can recognize a cartoon character
associated with smoking at the same rate as the recognize Ronald McDonald, that various ad
campaigns (Camel cigarettes, Reg cigarettes, products designed for women and smokeless
tobacco advertising aimed at new users) that appeared to be targeted to young people did have
an effect upon young people’s purchases and use of tobacco, and that young people report that
they got their information about a tobacco brand from billboards, magazines, in store advertising
and on teeshirts. ...

Industry Statements - Statements in documents created by R.J. Reynolds’ researchers, by
Philip Morris advertising people, by executives of US Tobacco and by people in and doing work
for various Canadian tobacco companies indicate that young people are an important and often
crucial segment of the tobacco market.
Consensus Reports - The IOM and 1994 Surgeon General Report concluded on the basis of an
exhaustive review of the evidence that advertising affects young people’s perceptions of the
pervasiveness, image and function of smoking, that misperceptions in these areas constitute
psychosocial risk factors for the initiation of tobacco use and thus advertising appears to influence
young people’s risk of tobacco use. ...
Thus the evidence in this proceeding demonstrates that cigarette and smokeless tobacco
advertising plays a material role in the decision of children and adolescents under the age of 18
to engage in tobacco use behavior. It therefore establishes that the harm from this advertising is
real.(pp.44488-44489)
...
Some items, when used or worn by young people, also create a new advertising medium -- the
“walking billboard” -- which can come into schools or other locations where advertising is usually
prohibited. (p.44521)
...
[T]he agency recognizes that the tobacco industry has exploited loopholes in partial bans of
advertising to move its imagery to different media. When advertising has been banned or
severely restricted, the attractive imagery can be and has been replicated on nontobacco items
that go anywhere, are seen everywhere, and are permanent, durable, and unavoidable. By
transferring the imagery to nontobacco items, the companies have “thwarted” the attempts to
reduce the appeal of tobacco products to children.(p.44524)
...
Because they penetrate the young persons’ world, they are very effective in creating the sense
that tobacco use is widely accepted, which ... is extremely important to children and adolescents.
(p.44525)
...
FDA finds that all nontobacco items that bear cigarette or smokeless tobacco brand logos are
capable of playing a significant role in a young person’s decision to engage in tobacco use.
(p.44526)
...
FDA has concluded that nontobacco items (identified with a tobacco brand), either sold, given
away or provided for proof of purchase are an instrumental form of advertising in affecting young
people’s attitudes towards and use of tobacco. Moreover, banning this form of advertising is
essential to reduce tobacco consumption by young people. (p. 44527)
...
The effect of sponsored events on the young people who attend or see these events is
enormous. Advertising affects young people’s opinion of tobacco products, first, by creating
attractive and exciting images that can serve as a “badge” or identification, second, by utilizing
multiple and prolonged exposure in a variety of media, thereby creating an impression of
prevalence and normalcy about tobacco use, and finally by associating the product with varied
positive events and images. The sponsorship of events by tobacco companies uniquely achieves
all three objectives.
Sponsorship creates an association between the exciting, glamorous or fun event with the
sponsoring entity. Whether at the live gate, or on television, young people will repeatedly see
and begin to associate the event, which they are enjoying, with the imagery and appeal of the
product. All of the attendant concerns of hero worship of the sports figures and glamorization of
the product by identification with the event are present, whether there are thousands or hundreds
of thousands of young people in attendance. Race car drivers are extremely popular with young
people and often are looked up to as heros. According to one promoter of NASCAR properties,
“We’ve found that boys look to NASCAR drivers the same way they do heros, such as firemen,
policemen, professional fighters, or astronauts.”

Furthermore, sponsorship events present a prolonged period of time in which to expose the
audience, including young people, to the imagery. Sponsorship events do not provide people
with a momentary glimpse at the imagery, but from 1 to 2 or 3 hours of constant attractive
imagery. The audience has more than enough time to associate the images of the sporting event
or the concert with the product. (p.44528-29)
...
The agency finds that the evidence regarding the effect of advertising and sponsorship on
children’s smoking behavior is persuasive and more than sufficient to justify this regulation. ...
The evidence demonstrates that sponsorship of sporting events by tobacco companies can lead
young people to associate brand names with certain life styles or activities and can affect their
purchasing decisions. (p.44530)
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